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On next Sunday will occur the first
Quarterly Love Feast and Communion

HON.

V. H.

SMITH

Big Sale

SeLove Feast will be held at 9:30 a. m.
and at 10:30 sermon by the pastor followed by the Sacrament of the Lora s
Supper. The ordinance of baptism win
be administered and the doors of the
church will be open for the reception
of members. At 2:30 p. m. there will
be services at the Ventura M. E.

W. N. FERRIS,

will be administered.
The Grand Rapids DistrictEpworth
league closed its annual meeting at the
our line of Brooches.
will speak in Holland In Kola’s New
church on Sunday night. It was full
Block, Saturday (tomorrow) evening. of Interest and the program as printea
there is
something
our
Came and hear the Anti-Machine, was carried out. The officers of the
associationare deserving of credit for
cases that will suit
Primary Reform champion.
the excellentprogram. Dr. J. P. Brusn
InglwnVs address on Friday night capyou, and at prices
a
All those who wish to meet Mr. Ferris tured the hearts of all with Its
guaranteed to be as
can meet him at Hotel Holland,from thought and spirit He held that the
as well,
low as possible for
Bupceme work of the church and the
7 to 7.30 o’clock
pastor
is Evangelism, and the supreme
the quality.
•
honor roll should be that of souls
bught together through
WILLIAM ALDEN SMITH AND PRI- rather than dollars. The call of a
Fictical business trainpreacher. Is not to preach, preaching
MARY REFORM.
is a means, not an end; he Js called t
to young people
1st. The Republicanparty In 1902 save souls. The ministers need to be
and 1903 declared squarely In favor of possessed with an intense Pereuaslorf
at the
primary reform, as to all candidates that a genuine revival of religion s
possible
now.
The
methods
of
Evangeland to cover the entire state.
public by and from
2nd. The Republicanconvention of ic m was to
1903 voted down a resolutionfavoring house to house. Every Christian,with
substantiallythe spurious kind of pri- a prayer upon his lips and the sword
mary reform the Republicans now ad- of the Spirit, which is the word of
vocate, 1. e., retainingthe delegate con- God in his heart, can not but be a
vention system to nominate state offi- personal Evangelist.His woros \\er.
thrllling and inspiring. Dn Brushing
cers
.
3rd. The legislature of 1903, through ham. is pastor of the old First church
the Warner-Atwood and Navln combi- in Chicago on Clark street, and has
nation in the senate defeated the Cul- Sown the nuKilcm of .he down-town
t H ft lit 1 1
-*
by-Powell-Storie bill for true primary church can be solved— having a full
non.e at every
o(
. . ,
4th. William Alden Smith In the
Republicanstate conventions of May Semetic languages and Old restament
19, 1904, and June 30. 1904 advocated Exegesis"in the MethodistTheologiprimary reform plank substantially cal school at Evanston,gave three inthe Democrats now demand, but teresting and instructive lectures on
11 be pleased to s:*nd
b bfe. and an Evangelistic sermon
was beaten by the machine.
5th. In the last Republican conven- on Sunday night. The officers elected
catalogue to prove
tion William Alden Smith made a mi- for the ensuing year are as follows,
fit contains an internority report in favor of a primary ‘“president,the Rev. W.
law applying to all state and legisla- Grand Rapids; secretary. Miss Etta
story of the success
tive officers and members of congress. Fuller.Grand Rapids; treasurer.J.B.
This report was voted down by the Shaw, Muskegon: spiritualwork, th
•es of our successful
machine— and
spurious makeshift Ppv A. T. Luther. Holland: woild
;s, many of
are
substituted.
Evangelism. Mrs. C. D6th. Now William Alden goes back Grand Rapids; mercy and help, JHs. F.
ilding positions that
on his record and falls in line with H Larabee. Bowne; literary and social
Warner, Navin and the machine, and wort MiS Adella Clark. Muskegon.
f as high as S100
claims (notwithstanding the fact that
per month.
it is perfectly clear that t^o Republican partv while It is dominated by
S.
WITH THE SUPERVISORS.
.dent who have come
the machine will never give us primary
reform) that it can best be obtained
The Board of' Supervisors at its sesDrug and Book Store
•om the country have
by endorsing Warner and the machine sion a few days ago included in ita
any of the best posiat the
.
work the- following:
The honest voter will naturally ask.
The
election of school examiner
because
were
First, was William Alden acting honestly in the conventions?If so, is ha caused quite a little
. energetic
of
viouslv calm session of the “oaya' ear
honest now ?
Martin DeGraaf. principalof th«
moral character,
Second, Why should any self-re- schools, was elected to the positionon
specting Republicanor Democrat who
second ballot over Leonard Reus
The Old Reliable Mover has taken believes in true primary reform, vote the
spend the approachthe present incumbent, by a vote of 13
for
William
Alden
Smith
for
congress.
up the work of moving buildings
to
The first ballot stood Hfb® H.
nter
in this
Thirf, how can the endorsementt>>
^ouard. Beim
again and is ready to do all kinds William Alden help any machine can- Derail. DeBoer
will give you a
the defeated
the
of building moving and machinery didate?
office for eight years and to located*!
»s
'v business. Cits, phone 244.
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We bought

a few weeks ago part of a bankrupt
stock consisting of Calico, Gingham, Hosiery,
Underwear, Sweaters, &c. This stock was offered us so cheap we could not resist
the temptation.

Woman

• •

.

^

Here are Few Prices
Fleisher’s

b

r
S

liege

BOOKS
New and
Second hand

a

Red Table

polls.

flurry

^

20c
39c
59c
19c

•

20c
6c

.

Hose

:

Hose

18c

..

\

\

All wool blue Overshirts
the $1.50 kind

?
*

50c Buck Mittens for
Men’s heavy 25 et. Sox
And Lots of Other Goods.

„

,

Linen

Children’s 10c
Children’s all wool 25c

_

MARTIN’S

A.

Gingham .

Best Apron
Best Calicos (also Reds),

whom

AT

.

.

j

^

German Knitting

Yarn, per skem
Men’s and Boy's 75c Sweaters
All wool Sweaters,
White Table Linen

f

tgvl-

reform.

SCHOOL

i

{

cccss

We know

^

tmUPT SM

church, where the Holy Communion

sod

%%%%%%%%%% vj

^

75c
38c
18c

As we do
to *******
mix these
goods with our
JU not
IlUt want
vvuiiw------ o
regular stock we shall place them
all in our Cloak Room.

^

-

Room.

Next

Wednesday Mornins

^

j.$

at 8 a

they
and

SIMON LIEVENSE

9

t

Residence, 156 east 14th St.

ISg&pJ&SfE

that mil

a?SUulon.

John Vandersluis,

pay heavy dividends for the

*

The findings of Judge
Last Friday evening. Oct. 17, occured
:
rest of your life.
the death of one of the oldest and the matter of the doctors a«ajnjt th^
most respected residents of Spring
anVXi^tot^ml^lla^ous Many will enter about Nov.
Lake. Hessel D. Oosterhof. who died at
1st. That is
time
his home in the villageafter a lingerfhe^aTd
ing illness, at the age of u years, he
for you to do likewise.
having been born in Province
Gronlgan, Netherlands, Feb. 14, 1827.
Mr. Oosterhofcame to America In He held the opinion that no hoard had Night School Opens Oct. 10
the right to contract with the doctors
1853 and located in chIt;a
remained on y a year and
there and that any agreement made could
HOLLAND BUSINESS C0LLE6E
came to Spring Lake. In 18o< he ^as not be held as binding.In short, the
married to Willemtje Zwiers and has fudge was of the opinion that th
Sart and not the physicians should
had nine children. The w}ff
Prin.
lowing children survive him. Mrs. make the rates.
The equalisation committee s report
Bremer, Holland; Rev. A. Ooster
^dth rather
hof, Danforth,111.; Jennie OosterhoL was presentedand
Soring Lake; Ella Oosterhof. Grand strenuous opposlion from Supeiwls^
Pniim of Spring Lake and Supeiwwor
Saven8; !£d ^"gra^chUdrenUSd Behm of Grand Haven towrohlp.
whose constituentswere affected by the
REFORM.
>n the dv* report. The following amounts were
added to the various townships, ^lendale 34763; Blendon. 339, 188, cnesier. INTERESTING LIQUOR CASE
LOCAL OPTION COUNTY.
3^2,543 ; Crockery . 341.155; Georgetown.
Sherman In his march to the sea.
South
Haven, Oct. 18.— The trial of
249 433' Grand Haven township.314.
133* Holland township, 320.124; James- the ca*e of Van Buren county against
town 319,661; Olive, 35.736; Polkton. the MichiganSteamshipCo., under the
GRAND HAVEN.
i£m- Spring Lake. 391,793; Tallmadge. local option law resulted in a victory
Circuit court will convene here on 326 161; Sand. $22,153 The amounts for the steamboatcompany, the court
Monday, November 21, for the regular
deciding that there was no cause for
session. Judge Padgham will probably deducted were
Haven pity. $57,789: Holland city, $2«., .u*
be he?; to arrange the calendar and 494- Wright, $137,382: Robinson.W.92-. L. A. Leighton as an officer of the
call the cases on November 7. The
company
was
arrested
last
summer
on
k,rne of the equalization was based
jury, however, wiU not report until two
on the work of the tax commissionersthe charge of selling liquor on the
weeks later.
and lpSng Lake and Grand Haven steamer Soo City while the boat was
William De Hoop, a hay and 8TaIn township property
on th carrying Sunday excursionists on the
dealer of Zeeland, has been adjudicat- increased value of the summer resons. lake, the local optionists contending
ed a bankrupt His liabilitiesare $1.®
The report was finally referred back that the company had no right to sell
and his cash assets are 3500.
to the committee fora reconsideration liquor on its boats unless it was making trips from shore to shore.
Walter Phillips has returned from after a warm discussion.
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a good
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28-30 East Eighth St.

^

N. B.— Also good Outing Flannel
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candidate.

HESSEL OOSTBRHOF DEAD.

be closed out iu a

months

C. J. Dregman,
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H
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Van Ark Furniture Co.
to this 1m ob.
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Souvenirs
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It will interest you.
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you want a good Watcli
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A. Stevenson'sJewelry Store
Holland, Mich.

-

action.

Insurance o.

-

Stevenson’s
I
4

is

National Life

AT

JEWELRY

STORE.

of the

United Statu of America
C.

WOLCOTT

BRADFORD. DiormOT MGR.

HOME.

Henry Wolcott, broken and burdened

over the PoBtofflce.
CitUena Phone 647.

Office

1 1

IS

down

Holland, Mich.
h t mt am ttttttr?

with a self-imposed sorrow, the
so-calledmurderer of young John Grevengoed. has gone back to his home
near Holland to work out the few remaining weeks before he comes to trial
a jury of twelve men to deterALLEGAN CO. VOTERS SHOULD before
mine whether or not he was guilt} f
SUPPORT MR. KOLVOORD.
murder in the first degree.
Wolcott does not expect to be ac
John Kolvoord, the
ler at Hamilton, is a candidate on the quitted but be announces in his hope
Democratic ticket for representative less way that he has left everything
InThe second district of Allegan coun- to his attorneys.He tells his stor
ty Mr. Kolvoord is well know n as .. simply and with the manner of a man
competent, honest and reliable man in who is telling the truth.
in5
every6 way and he deserves the support , -Murder was fartherest
of the voters in the second district of ! thoughtson that day." be stated re- vour support for the office of regist
Alleean county. The Hollanderses- cently. “I ordered the boys off m bf deeds, capable and responsible in
pecially should take pride in voting land and followed them as far as the very way.
for him and having him represe^ them fence. There the Grevengoed
in the state legislature.Mr. kolvoord
is a man of whom the people of the
I district could well feel proud of .0
in
I send to Lansing.

Ked

1

1

an average of a car a day
t
ttt the Milwaukee market.

WHAT STORE

to

H0™

in Holland has a good,

large stock

of Wed-

ding Presents, Birthday

Rings. Watches,
Clocks and Cut Glass*

Gifts

At

36

EAST
EIGHTH
ST.

TO ALLEGAN COUNTY VOTERS.
The voters in Allegan county should
not forget John A. Pieters, candidate
on the Democratic ticket for Register
of Deeds. Mr. Pieters is a son of the
well-knownlate Rev. Pleters of Ho jand. He is one of the young Hollanders who has made a success in life and
deserves the hearty support of even
Hollanderin Allegan county as %\eU
as of the Americans. He is a leading
merchant at Fennville. where he has
won the respect and esteem of the citizens. He has been president of *ennville for two terms, was treasurer of
the village and is a member of the
council there. The offices he has held
proves that Mr. Pieters is worts of

I

.

He has the

C. A.

pairing.

Remember

their prices are reasonable for the high grade

work they

do

.....

They Gtttraeteeall their work
to give entire Mtiefectioa

STEVENSON
Holland, Mich.

Watch Inspector
Pere Marquette K. K.

.

_

S

hm”

faSti

j

I

*

Dr.

Silas

JOHN SCHIPPER AND JACOB BOS
TOOK HORSE PREMIUMS.
Prohibition

nominee for president of the United
States, commonly know
as tn.
••Fighting Parson," accompanied by
Volney B. Cushing of Maine, will speak
at° the St. Cecilia building in Grand
Rapids. Saturday evening Oct 22 at
Committee.

n

fo’clot*.

Holland, Mich.
Oct. 21 tf.

8

MRS.

J.

’

DL
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In last week's issue a mistake was
W. N. FERRIS WILL SPEAK AT
in the report of premiums received on horses. The premiums on the HOLLAND ON SATURDAY EVENRegistered Percheronhorses were won ING. OCTOBER 22. COME AND
by John Schippe* and Jacob Bos of HEAR HIM ON PRIMARY REFORM.

claim or we will re-

conditionsyour horses and keepe them so. Saves oats
and money. It fats your cattle and hog- and fc.ro* s them
oto money Not only CAN you afford to use it. bat you
CANNOT afford not to use it. A sample package.
S
for a 30 days trial on one animal free for the
It

i

H

asking.

^

Con. DePree's Drugstore
....... ************** .......... "***

..............

I'TSTlP
Wo

TO YOU!
ORANGES, LEMONS,

arp here with a full line of

FIGS

DATES GRAPES, APPLES, NUTS, CANDIES, CIGARS
and

made

Fillmore township.

its

and Poultry Food

,

'

RAPIDS.
C. Swallow

-

-

have been the instinctof self preser- 1870. He soon returned to the old coun- J
WILL HUNT DEER.
vation that made me shoot. 1 can not
r.omo back
hack here a year or so
RO| t
The county clerk’s office has issued express what 1 would give to bring the try but came
after and carried on his trade as barbei
the following list of deer licensesthus
a v this Reason. The county clerk ex- b("TheCtJiought'ofit bears down upon and wig maker. The funeral takes
place today. Deceased {eaves a^wlL
me and I seem to have a. heart of lead. and two children, Mrs. J. B. Nan n
! censes3 before the season onens: Frank
the days go on the thought of hating taken' a human life bears heavier and Lane De Groot.
and heavier upon me until it seems
ns though 1 cannot stand it longer.
FOR SALE.
^ 0f^tmDeFeyten Holland f
w! Nkffi- Wolcott lives quietly with his little
Two full blooded Holstein Fresiaii
iasf River'; E. J. Tuttle. Grand family from whom a jury may separ
cows, descendants of Pet No 1. importate him at the November term of cn
Haven.
eel from Vrlesland, Netterlands.In- ;
cult court.— Grand Haven Tribune.
quire at the old farm of G. S. De M jtl
AT
GRAND
SWALLOW WILL BE
in Fillmore or No.
witt
.

also do difficult
watch and jewelry re-

Watches

bo> ----

'

They

finest assortment of Diamonds,

Clocks, Silverware,Cut Glass Fine China
and an endless variety of Novelties.

TOBACCOS.

Call and investigate.

We

will interest you.

Always welcome at
No. 206

Hirer Street

DAMSON & CALKIN’S

Wm
the Japaifae gewnl
asrioualy wnaaMd

fLUKEW

•ITVAtlOM

OEMim PUCE?
II

IV

Mm

8m

to*

STILL PMMQDCAffl

Mafea It MAIN
ASatHa Tfrihto Pvfcl.

KPaiambarg Oaaaat

HICLEOf
Woman,
Smca

Go-Carts

Dttf. Dumfc £|j£jBfind

DAYS OF DIZZINESS

Infancy

Corns to Hundreds of Holland Pooplo.
St Petersburg, Oct 17. 8:45 A. M.—
quantly and
There are days of dizziness.
The official veil has been lifted from
Spells of headache, sldeache, backDiplonut at Toldo Intinutei the ghastly tragedy around Sbakhe:
ache.
hut even the official account suppletit
That Such an Erent
mented by numerous press dispatches,
Sometimes rheumatic pains.
leaves much uncertainty as to the sitOften urinary disorders.
Happen.
uation. Out of the fragmentarymass
AH tell you plainly the kidneys are
With Clear and WriUKodriMat Voice
of information at hand It is pos slide
•ick.
She Tells Her Heart's «•*
only to conclude that the costly withDoan's Kidney Pills cure all kidney
tlments.
Ills.
and retreat from Llaoyang la
IUUGHTER IS TOO APPALLIHC drawal
Here is proof In Holland:
being duplicated upon an.even grander
Mrs. M. Shonaker, 256 West Fifscales,after more desperate fighting
St Louis, Oct 19.— The flirt re- teenth street, says: "I suffered from
and heavier losses.
OliMtion of Honor No Longor Ex*
General Kuropatkin’s story leaves markable exhibit of the UnltsA .Stati's constant heavy aching pains across the
amal? of my back so that I could not
ittt SttwMn Jap and Rum.
the Russians still tenaciously holding at the World's fair wqa th# ape that
rest comfortably at night in any posithe north bank of the Hhakhe river, was hononri with a special 4py yestion and during the day I felt tired and
but general belief Is that this Is only terday — Helen Keller, det^y dumb languid. The kidney secretionsbecame
(lEAl t 1088 18
40,008 the denjiemte final of oue of the greatand blind since iufancy,ajM yet badly affected,Irregular, too frequent,
est military dramas of history, and made to speak words
elo- scanty and were attended by a good
deal of pain besides depositinga heavy
that the Russian army as a whole Is
quence,
clearly
and
dlstfcflfcly
to
Aaoordlnf to Joponcoe EstftBstea, retiringtowards Mukden, haring sufsediment. I suffered also from headthose aim were privilege^
Wbioh Pot (he Total of Both
aches and spells of dizzinessso that 1
fered at the most conservative estiat 00,000 Mca-SC. Pemate a loss of over 30.000. Of the into die Hall of rnnirnsen^': u In r either had to sit down or hold on to
the teachers of the deaf, 4i|flb and something from falling.I used a great
tenborc News la
left Hunk, which was oue of the most
many different remedies but without
imjKirtnntpoints in the line of battle, blind are holding a convqutfn atiorroorfoL
tended
by
persons
afflicted jm those obtaining any benefit. Friends advised
absolutely nothing Is heard, which
me to use Doan's Kidney Pills and I
leuves the inference that it is not in ways from all parts of the wan. Miss got a- box at J. O. Doesburg'sdrug
Keller
not
only
Hjmke
elearifrMR^vlth
Toklo, Oct 18.— The Banians fierce- a position to communicate with the
store and used them. They helped me
well modulated tones, and hompcei h from the very start. They are the
ly aasnultefi General Oku and attacked remainderof the army.
All the wounded are being carried was a revelationto all whafijhrd it. best remedy I ever tried and I have no
Generals Xodxu and Kurokl on MonIn the course of her addressH^ said: hesitation in recommending them."
day night but were everywhere re- to Harbin, farther north. It is underFor sale by all dealers. Price 50c.
Weaker Hrettirca Not 14
stood Unit the cnrrcsjtoiHlentH a Iso have
pulsed with heavy losses.
Foster-MHburn
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
“I have lieen asked to cosflfleretobeen ordered to Harbin, which indingdnts for the U. S. Remember the
cates that the retreat will not even day and lend my voice to wMTis cname, Doan’s, and take no substitute.
Mukden. Oct. 18.— Throughout the
stop at Tie pass. All hopes of the ing done in the world for thriEflfiina
whole of Mukden there can lie distinct- world-heralded advance to Port Arthur of those who struggle In tUrtEl am:
ly beard cannonading in the south, have been abandoned. The weather untoward circumstances.Bk these
which is raging more fiercelythan conditions are even worse than dur- great halls of machinery snfikrt are
on previous days of the fight which ing the retreat from Llaoyang. Streams the achievement of tlic^treng^Bf man
spirit
are imnk high and fords are impassa- when his arm is free and
If now entering on the second week.
ble; but It is imitossibleto say how unlKiuml. In the midst of^E iimHi
will affect the final situation, it mighty achievementIt is g^Hfjtig to
St Petersburg.Oct 18.— General this
may prove Russian salvation by pre- know that man has not foqPBpiiids
Sakbaroff telegraphsthat the Russians
venting a Japanese pursuit On the weaker brother.
Sunday recaptured Lonely Tree hill other hand, if the Russians are on the
TmIKIm to Man'a Am
•outh of Sbakha and captured eleven wrong side the Hooded rivers may only
Don’t Coi$!
"I have eomc not for attB(!thnt 1
Japanese guns and one quick-firer. The emphasizethe completeness of the dis- .have dene, but for what hat Mb done
Japanese losses were enormoifs Gen- aster.
to me to raise me to
those
The latest rejHirts from the battle who see and hear. I testif^S* what
eral SakhnrofT rcjKtrts that a cannonade was rt^pcmHl along the whole are rtf yesterday afternoon and even- the good and strong have do|Wor dei!
ing, when the Russians were carrying privation and infirmity. I mmt with
front Monday morning.
on a heavy rear-guard fight, evidently you into coinumiiion of liriqffiflpi-trii.
WHEN
my
London, Oct. 18.— A dispatch, dated retiring on Mukden. Generals Oku and and for the joy of speech
Mukden Oct 17. 1-JO p. m. says: "The Nodzu were concentrating for another heartfelt «rratitinlethat tluyli^piiiicat
blow on the Russian right, where the of dumbness has been remq^H from
Cougi! Syrop |!
Russian forces at 11 o’clock this forelighting is described as having been my tongue. Such is my brldMt earni;
noon penetrated the Japanese center,
is so cosily obtained
furious. Mukden itself remains quiet, est message to those who faiBp asked
and it is reported captured eleven or though the sounds of battle are plainly
and so quickly euros.
me to come, and to those wj^sit lx
thirteen guns and 150 prisoners east beard to the southward.
fore me.
The right remedy for nil diseases of Throal,
of the railway. At another point durAlthough the oliicialaccount of the
Chest and Lungs. Acts on nmur.
m— ,}
MrftNagi*of the Ex
ing the day the Siberian regiments battle does not present the disastrous
ist-ns the €001:1), relieves the lungs, opens
“Now I say what seems
to be
the secretions,effectsa cure.
took twenty-four guns. The Russian picturethat many in St Petersburg had the message of tills expos!
IE to all

mxi ram

May

Om

£

Carriages
The Largest Assortment

in the City.

Carpets, Rtigs, Mattings,
Draperies,

i

A

very complete line and offered at the

lowest prices,

A. C.

RINCK & 00.

I

High Grade Returns

B

To The Farmer
who gets his feed ground at the

|

you;?

the

i

Head Off

I

^Mr’s

}

j

,*

1

Walsh-De Roo Mills
High Grade Flour
for the wheat he brings for exchange.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

I '

loi

resigned themselves to see the general
feeding here is of the deepest gloom.
If the battle has not been Russia's
rificallystubborn resistance, were comSedan In fact the moral and political
pelled to retire along their whole line,
effect could hardly l»e worse. The relosing heavily. All the trenches car- sult will render the war and its conried by the Russians were Hilled with duct more unpopular than ever at
the Japanese dead. In one not very home.
large trench there were counted (JOO
SITUATION STILL CRITICAL
corpses of Japanese.
operations today have been quite successful.

The Japanese,after a

Mukden, Oct

17.—

The

battle

ter-

was Bo

tejs It. Petaribarf, bat Thoro la

No

Unn’t accept a cheap substitute on which
people: The expositionis a
miuidruggist makes more profit. Get Poster's.!'
ifestatlon of all the forces
Hightenment, where man’s tliousa:
)rch( s
Price ZZ and £3 Cards.
burn together.The value
everything here and of everything
f,where
FOR SALE BY
Is educational. The expositt
If what
Its distinguished founder
led it Heber Walsh, S. A. Martin, C. D. Smith,
to Im — a world's university,
re the
DRUGGISTS.
spirit of civilizationstands
th illuniinlngand enlightening
wbo
walk in darkness and sileuce.

H

The Graham & Morton Trans. Co.

FALL SCHEDULE.
=5^

For Sale.

World on tho lido of tho A
renewed and continued throughout last
“The sendee of man to man mines
St Petersburg, Oct 18, 8:15 A. M.—
afght being especiallyheavy at midEight acres of land about sixty
all the brighter through these dreumnight The Russians retain their po- The news from the front Is more reserihed individuals. All these great rods east of city limits. Suitable
assuring
from
the
Russian
standpoint
rtion along the Sbakhe river and have
halls tell me the world is ou our aide. for suburban home and for raising
made frequent attacks upon the Jap- The situationis still regarded as being The forces there displayed hold up my
fruits.
critical,but General Kuropatkinis apLeaves Holland daily at 9 p. m., or on arrivalot 8 o’clock interurban car fromanese, capturing six of the hitter’s
Grand Rapids.
parently holding the Japanese firmly hands and support my weakness.
MARSILJE & KOOYERS.
guns. The eastern army is helping on his center and right wing. The sit- Science, nature and art say to me
Leaves Chicago daily at 8 p. m.
First State Bank Block.
Fare, not including berth, $1.50: round trip, not including berth, 82.75.
the western forces. There 1ms been uation at this date may be described Thou art deaf and blind, but enter
Berth rates: lower $1.00, upper 75c.; entire stateroom 81. 75.
thou. too. into the kingdom of God.’
very heavy artillery fire today. The as follows:
fighting Is now centered on the plain.
General Kuropatkin has slightly ad- God bless the nation that provides education for all her children."
Holland to St. Louis ExpositionRound Trip Rates:
vanced bis center, reoccupying Sbakhe,
Dr. Porter’s Cough Syrup
, Tokio, Oft. 17. — There is a strong south of the Sbakhe river. Directly
Cures all CHRONIC COUGHS.
Choice of Roads from Chicago,
TRAGEDY OYER IN MEXICO
appeal for peace in the appalling trag- behind him at a distance of nine miles
Season limit ticket .................. $14.90
edy which is now under enactmentin lies the Huu river, and across the UandllH Kill a Man and Fight the Ravstea
GO day limit ticket ...... ............12.50
Manchuria. Both armies have fought bridges spanning this stream the RusWhen They Go to Arrwst
15 day limit ticket .................. 11 60
sians must retire in case they retreat
ferociouslyfor a week, and desperate
7 day limit ticket .................. 8.50
Thom.
on Mukden. General Kuropatkinmust
*:• •:* |
fightingstill continues. It is probable
City of Mexico, Oct. 19. — Three |
Weekly excursion to Chicago every Saturday, morning and night boats; recontinue to firmly hold his center and
that the death roll will be largely Inkilled
nud
fifteen
more
or
less
seriturning leave Chicago Sunday night at 11.30.—81.50 for the round trip.
t
right flank 1 norder to prevent the
creased before the linul shot Is tired. Japanese getting possessionof the Hun ously wounded is the result of u tragOn the St. Jo.-eph divisionsteamers leave St. Joseph every day at 5 p, m.
i
l
The preliminary reports indicate that river bridges. Thus he will cover the edy and subsequentencounter with
and 10 p m. Fare 81.00 cadi way.
about 00,000 men of both sides have withdrawal of his apparentlybeaten soldier by three desperate brigands in
Lunches of all kinds and short g
The right is' reserved to change this schedule without notice.
been either killed or wounded, the west wing.
this federal district. The dead are:
order
£
J. S. Morton, Sec’y &
J. H. Graham, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
larger portion of them being RusIt is no longer a question of a Rus- Luurino Frias, Santa Julia; Nestor
Billiardsand Pool in connection. L
Fred Zalsman, Local Agent.
sians, since the armies of the two bel- sian Sedan, though nil hope of reliev- Flores,bandit: soldier, name unknown.
Convenient to stop
r
ligerents closed in combat
ing Port Arthur must apparently be The wounded: Vicento Godinez, Santa
Chicago Dock foot of Wabash
Chicago Telephone2162 Central.
1U0 Monroe Street, Corner Ionia, tj
abandoned. Little hope is expressed Julia; I^ooimrdo Enriques; Rodrigo 8aJap» Are Not Jubilating.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. !•
that Kuropatkin will be able to con- ledo, and Pedro Herrera, bandits; elevEveu the Japanese, to whom the tinue to ndvanep. The four days’ fight
^ t
en soldiers.
great victory is of paramount Imporof the eastern column was of the same
Crazed by drink the three desperatance, seem to be shocked by the
desperate character Unit marked the does — Flores,8a ledo and Hen-era
slaughter of their enemies. The Ja]>o]>eratlonsof the center and right went to tiie residence of Vicento God- Does your Stomach trouble you? Are your
Bowels regular? Are you Billlous?
anese people are receiving the news wing.
inez. at Hantu Julia, and called for
from the field of battle calmly, and
A heavy Russian column under such Godinez. When he issued from the
BIUIotuneM, Headache.
there can lie heard no shouts iu the
Manufactured by tbe
leaders us Ivunoff, ReHnenkumpf, house accompanied by Luurino Frias, He perbottleatHeber Walsh's Drug Store.
streets proclaiming the victory of their
Garngross ami Kondratovitcbrepeat- a servant,the bandits ojienedtire upon
SEVERANCE TANK WORKS
nation. Few flags are displayed, edly assaulted strongly entrenched
them. Frias was instantlykilled and
probably later on there will be a proJapanese positionson heights com- Godinez badly wounded. When the
A few reasons why it is the best silos
cession with the consequentJollificamauding the passes. The assaults were rurales went to arrest them there was
1. It ban a continuous opening.
tion. but there are heard many exlargely night work. The cannonade a pitched buttle with the other fatali2. It basa permanentIron Udder.
pressions of opinion that no demon3. It has NO bolto. nut< or screw* to unfasten the door.
was so furious that It was Impossi- ties noted.
4. It takes but a minute to open or close the door.
strationof any kind should be held.
ble to advance iu the light of day.
A good 80 acre farm, 50 acres in
The agent who sells them here does not requireto make bla
Ex-Mayor Got* Ton Yoon.
World Mmy Demand reace.
Finally on Oct 13, when Jhe passes
grass and the balance in crops.
living by selling the*e mIIok,so the buyer gett: tbe agent'sprofit.
A member of the diplomatic corps, had been actually occupied, came the
Davenport,la., Oct 19.— Ex-Mayor
It you thiuk of buildinga silo, then write or call ou tbe loAll improved.
cal agent,
In an interview with the correspond- order to withdraw,probably owing to 8. F. Smith, of this city, son of SamHENRY H. BOEYE,
ent of the Associated I'rws. said: *i a critical position at other parts of the uel Francis Smith, author of “My
A
House and
B. B.
HOLLAND, MICH.
believe the world will recoil from the front Here the story of the oiieratlons Country Ti» of '1111*0,"stood before
sickening slaughter of this battle. Ev- of tiic eastern wing of the Russian Judge House in the district court to re- The latter 44x75 feet, two wells
ceive sentence on two indictments for of good water, 70 young fruit
en' interest of humanity demands the army ends.
embezzlementand one for perjury. trees and a vineyard, 6 miles
adjustmentof the differenceslietween
LOSSES ARE APPALLING
the two nations and the proclamation
Smith was sentenced to ten years’ Imnorth of Holland, and 2
prisonment in the penitentiaryat Anaof peace. The situation between the
Hat Sold • Pile of Chamborlain’a
miles south of the West
Ojrama
Says
10,000
KuMiana
Were
two belligerentsis a delicate one, but
mosn. His stealingsaggregated $120,Cough Remedy.
Olive
Pickle
Factory.
Hint
Killed—
Peace
Talk.
00U.
what a splendid triumph for diploI
have
sold
Chamberlain’sCough
London, Oct. 18.— Field Marshal
For informationcall at the place
macy it would be If peace could be arElevator DeatroyeUby Fire.
Remedy for more than twenty years
ranged.
Oyama, in a re|»ort to the mikado, esor address
Mill
Milwaukee,Oct. 19.— Fire destroyed
and it has given entire satisfaction.I
No Question of Honor Involved.
timates tiie number of Russians killed
OUR “DOLLAR BOX'*
elevator R, of the Chicago, Milwauhave sold a pile of it and can recomS.
“It seems to me Unit the question in the battle south of Mukden at 10,kee and St. Paul railroad, at the foobof
mend
it
highly.— Joseph McElhiney,
kliKST NX mr iHmd hr Ik onj.
of honor is no longer involved.If 000. Other reports from the Japan- Eighth street. Loss, $50,000. Fireman
R. R. No. 4, Holland, Mich,
Linton, Iowa. You will find this remRussia feels that such a question is ese headquarters in the field estimate Dominick O'Donnell was severelyhurt
edy a good friend when troubled with
Foultrymeu,
involved surely the heroic and success- the total number of killed and woundby a jump from the third story.
a
cough or cold. It always affords •mrtoa receipt of $1.
ful defense of Port Arthur and the ed on both shies at 00,000, but this
Ifyour chickens are troubled with
Your name on bos included.
quick
relief and In pleasant to take.
lice use the WolverineFumigating
valor shown by Russian soldiers on is considered too low.
They PunUh ItHKuaU There.
If not oottofootofy,
money ref oopo*. ,
nest egg. It will keep vour chickens For sale by W. C. Walsh, Holland, and
the fields of Manchuria should forever
Havana, Oct. 19.— A dispatch to La
Daredevil Cyclist Is Killed.
On on ordsr for two or more we will prepay
free
from
all
vermin.
Call
on
Van
Bree
&
Son.
Zeeland.
determine the quality of Russian courexpires.
Canton, 111., Oct 18.— “Daredevil” Lucha says that all five members of
R. Zeerip.
age. Russians should remember that Tilden, the trick bicycle rider, was the Santiago provincialelection returnBOND
STEEL
POST CO.,
54 West 9th Street,
the distance dividing her strength,and
Rogers’ Knives and Forks at Stevenkilled while doing his specialty. It ing board have lx*en sentenced to fourAdrian, Mloh.
Holland.
the limitationsof her railway, are hisson’s Jewelry Store.
was to ride his wheel down a steep teen years and eight months’ impristorical factors in this war. These facinclined platform 100 feet long, to leap onment for falsifyingreturns.
Rocky Mountain Tea works for manIt’s a mistake to imagine that itchtors are generally known. They are
a gap and fall Into a tank of water.
kind both day and night,
No one would ever be bothered with ing piles can't be cured; a mistake to
appreciated by everylnxly,and are not
Coatly
HI*/.*- Near New York.
Tilden did not gain momentum in his
That's why it is famous the world o’er
constipation If every one knew how suffer a day longer than you can help.
looked upon ns faults.”
New York, Oct. 19.— Fire destroyed
and o’er,
ride to carry him across the gap. In•port That Kadco !• Woondatf.
the
works
of
the
Anchor
Rubber
Tire
It will not let you turn over and naturally and quickly Burdock Biood Doan’s Ointment brings Instant relief
stead of falling safely in the water be
Bitters regulatestbe stomach and bow- and permanent cure. At any drug
8t Petersburg. Oct 17.— An uneon* struck the edge of the tauk and broke company, at Setauket, Long Island. take another snore.
Haau Bros. els.
The loss is estimated at $200,000.
Armed report has reached here that his skull, spine and both arms.
store, 50 cento.
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SETTLERS’ FARES

m»«* Out uf

TO THE SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST.
One-way, •econd-claaaticket* on *ale
at all station* on tlrat and third Tuesdays of each month Ask agent* for

WORLD’S FAIR,

15th street,
et.

between Maple

and First ave., for

w

WATCH AND JEWELRY RE

FINE

PAIRING.
We

$350
each*
cash or monthly payment*

The

best chance ever offered

to Holland investors.

Own

lntere*t

by Telegraph.

fbngt are 144121 miners and

are prepared to do the llneot repairing on watches and Jewelry that
can be done anywhere. We hare had
year* of experience a* gold and sllwamlths. We carry a fine line of watcht* and Jewelry and will compete with
any watchmaker or Jeweler In the city.
Our price* are reaaonable.All work
warranted. We have Ju*t received •
splendid line cf silverware. The finest
repairing and engraving in the city.
C. Pleper A Son,
280 River St., Holland.

ggOt chowing a gain of almost 100 i>er
cent In ten years, althoughHoughton
of Vflobtg** Prepared <br tho
county is one of the oldest mining disand Conveuleaos of
tricts of t: e country. The output of
Our Readers.
copper this year, which will he above
2OO,0OO.O<)O pounds, will show an lucres* cf nearly 100 per cent, as com
Grand Itnplds.Mich.. Oct IT.
pared with 1304.
Mr*. HenriettePanels, wife of AnIn the way of fatal mine accident*,
thony W. Panel*, mysteriously disap- the present year ha* been, with one
peared from her husband’s side while exception,the worst ever known iu the
they were eating together iu a restau- district, forty-live men losing their

SHIRT WAIST SETS

Pm

and

—

rant and wa* found drowned in Grand

compared with

lives, as

FANCY COLLARS

thirty-three'

WHITE VESTINGS FOR WAISTS

last year and forty-four In 1902. In
night search. Mrs. Panels had been 111 I860 the loss of life was forty-six, but
for some time with nervous prostra- tfitrty of those lives were lost in a
•Ingle accident,by fire lu the Osceola
tion and was lu a melancholy state of
mind. She left a note statingthat her mine, which wa* the worst catastrophe
ever known iu the Luke Superior rephysical condition held out no future
•
hopes for her. Mrs. Pauels wa* well
farm for Sale.
known and was highly respected for
JOHtNALISM AT ANN AHBGB
I have 133 acres of land that I wil
her many womanly traits. 8he taught
*ell for part cash and part time or ex- in the Pine street school for ten years
••*4 of K«K«nte Conaidom the N*tt*r ot
change for city property. Good pasture
and was for Ilf teen years organist at
a Cour«c in New*p»p«r
or hay land. All good black soil. Enthe First. Reformed church.
Work.
quire at this office or at the owner’s
If /•lory In A*r>ry't iMinth.
H. E VAN Kampbn.
Ann Arbor, Midi., Oct. 18.. — The
Grand Rapids, Mich., Oct 17.
regents of the University of Michigan
There is a mystery iu the death of
A Costly Mistake.
in their meeting last Thursday, disSamuel Avery and the disappearance
Blunders are sometimes vorf expencussed one important item not includsive. Occasionally life Itself is the of his valuables.Avery was a vetered iu the regular report It is proprice of a mistake, but you’ll never be an of the civil war and a pensioner.
wrong If you take Dr. King’s New Life He was employed at times at the home posed to establisha cofirse iu journalPills for Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Head- of H. 1* Matthews on Wealthy ave- ism which will rival the $2,000,000
ache. Liver or Bowel troubles. They nut*. He hud feared to keep his pen school of journalism at Columuia uniare gentle yet thorough. 25c at W. C. siou papers with him and left them versity. The discussion went as far
Walsh’s Drug Store.
with Judson E. Rice ut the Bridge as a separate building, devoted enStreet House. Last Monday he called tirely to printing papers. There are
for them in company with a young seven publications at Michigan, one
In Praise of Chamberlain's Colic, Choi
era and DiarrhoeaRemedy.
man and was not again seen until he daily, three monthlies and three an"Allow me to give you a few words appeared at the Matthews residence
nuals.
in praise of Chamberlain's Cilic, Choland crept upstairs to ids room TuesThe regents wish to print all these
era and DiarroheaRemedy," says Mr.
journals on University presses, and to
JJohn Hamlett, of Eagle Pass, Tex. day morning.
•‘I suffered one week with bowel
I,uok» Like a Criminal Cane.
run a complete printing, engraving and
trouble and took all kinds of medicine
He said he was ill and refused to bindery in connection with the student
without getting any relief, when my
papers. Except for such students as
friend, Mr. C. Johnson, a merchant eat. At 4 p. m. that day he became
here, advised me to take this remedy unconscious and was taken In the am- would work their way through college
After taking one dose I felt greatly bulance to the Soldiers’ Home, whore the press room work and typesetting
relieved and when I had taken the he died. Tin* relatives were not noti- will be done by regular union printers,
third dose was entrely cured. I thank
you from the bottom of my heart for fied until next day. Avery’s $3o watch and pressmen. The discussion was not
putting this great remedy in the hands was missing, as was his gold bowed carried far enough to develop a defof mankind.” For sale by W. C. glasses.Not a trace has been found inite plan of teaching newspaper and
Walsh, Holland, and Van Bree, Zee- of his pension papers and certain oili- magazine work In this new building.
land.
er valuable documents. Also Ids hat
ContoRKMl to Eiubezzllug.
river the next morning,after an

all-

house.
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FANCY BUTTONS, BRAIDS AND
APPLIQUE TRIMMINGS.

A

and shoes have disappeared.

Frightened Horse.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
Yes. August Flower still has the
largest sale of any medicine in the
civilizedworld. Your mothers' and

enemy tohodth.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Oct, li.
Whllam II. Nautel, who passed forged
checks on Druggists SJirouderand
Wolf, waived examinationiu the police court next morning under a charge
of forgery and was bound over to the
superior court
••HAD MAN” LOST HIS

NEHVK

Will Cete, BloodthirstyNegro, Wopt la
Court »ud Baa Whoa

'

Louis.

miserable nriattucc, weak, Usucm,
despondent.

manded by nature, this wonuenui
remedy cures NervousDebility, atop*
through every part, making every orgau act sad causing you to glow with
health.
11.00 per box: 6 boxes (with guarantee to cure), 16.00. Book free. Fkal
Msdicinb Co., CleveUud, Ohio.

August Flower, In liquid form, to make
Cole took the first freight train for
you satisfied there is nothing serious the south, and wa* in such a hurry
the matter with you. You get this rethat when a constable tried to overliable remedy at W. C. Walsh’s. Price
take him with a horse and buggy, to
25c and 75c.
give him enough money to buy his
supper, Cole wa* running at a pace
FOR SALE.
that would break a track record.
A good "Advance ” threshing rig, size
•h* Feorod to Go Homo.
of thresher 32x48, with bagger and
wind stacker complete. Fifteen horse
Mount Clemen*. Mich., Oct. 14.
Rsimpleengine mounted on a high pres- Eva Beugard, daughter of a French
sure boiler with all latest Improvements. Separator run one seaso^ and family living on the lake shore, went
engine two seasons. Rig in first class driving with two young men on Suncondition. For further information day afternoonand never returned.
write B. J. Albers, Holland R. F. D., Wednesday morning her mother reportI No. 7, or telephone 72-4r, Zeeland.
ed her disappearance to Sheriff Mclunis, who found one of the young men.
Rexall Cough Syrup never falls to
His story was that they had stayed
stop the worst cough. If It does we
out late Sunday night and the girl was
refund your money; 25c at
HAAN BROS. afraid to go home *o late, so she went
to a relative’shome, saying' she was
Get a bottle of Rexall Cough Syrup going home In the morning. That waa
for that cough. Satisfaction guar- the last he saw of her. He denies
anything wrong and says he 1* enanteed; 25c at

HAAN BROS.

gaged to the

on

girl.

__

FARM FOR SALE-Farm

yllle,Ind., when W. H. Brown of that Rocky Mountain Tea
place, who was expected to die, had Haan Bros.

will

do.

_

Davidson nipped an elopement In
bud when he telephoned the county clerk of Sanilac to refuse Lydia
Wilkinson, aged 15, of North Port Huron, and Norman Turner, aged 23. of
Clyde townsh'p, a license to marry.
Sheriff Davidson heal’d of the elopement and promptly telephoned, with
the result that no license was granted.
Lydia and the disappointed swain returned home.

his life saved by Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption. He writes:"I
Good for father. Good for mother.
endured Insufferable agonies from Good for the whole family. Makes the
Asthma, but your New Discovery gave children eat, sleep and grow. Rocky
me immediate relief and soon there- Mountain Tea is a family blessing. 35
after effecteda complete cure. Similar cents. Haan Bros.

cures of Consumption, Pneumonia,
Bronchitisand Grip are numerous. It’s
the peerlessremedy for all throat and
CLOTHING TO ORDER.*
lung troubles. Price 50c and 31.00.
Lokker-RutgersCo. have made arGuaranteedby W. C. Walsh, Druggist. rangementsto make clothing to order.
Trial bottles 10c.
Try them.

FOR LADIES.

We carry a nice up-to-date line of
A case came to light that for persistent and unmerciful torture ha* per- Dorothy Dodd and other makes of
haps never been equaled. Joe Golo- shoes. LOKKER-RUTGERS CO.
bick of Colusa, Calif., write*; “For
15 years I endured Insufferablepain
Solid Gold Rings from 60c up, at
from Rheumatism and nothing relieved
Stevenson's Jewelry Store.
me though I tried everything known. I
came across Electric Bitters and It’s
the greatestmedicine on earth for that
When troubled with constipation try
trouble. A' few bottles of It completely Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver Tabrelievedand cured m«.M Just as good lets. They are easy to take and profor Liver and Kidney troublesand gen- duce no griping or other unpleasant
eral debllitjr. Only Me. Satisfaction effect. For sale by W. C. Walsh, Holguaranteed by W. O. WtMfe, druggist. land and Van Bree ft Son, Zeeland.
•**»-*•••*
•* •*

MERCERIZED SATEEN

PETTI-

COATS

VAN PUTTEN

G.

Do you want to have

a

Gasoline Engine that

profit,

trouble? Come and See

will

give

that will not balk or cause

us. We

are reasonable in price

and do as we agree.

KeM

Water Sopplias,
Cor. River & 9th Sts.

WIND MILLS, WELLS, PLUMBING, SEWERS.

—

ft

Cement Walks
Are you going to put down a

cement walk?

iu l»ankruptcy,Inventoried ut $8,000, 1/

Port Huron, Mich., Oct 14. -- Sher-

35 cents.

KABO CORSETS AND BLACK

a total loss, with $5,000 insurance.Oth

of 80 acres the

2 miles west of Coopersvllle;30 acres
Improved; small peach orchard; part
The happiest couple in the world suitablefor growing celery. Inquire of
•hould be a deaf husband and a blind BenJ. Boslnk, R. F. D. No. 1., Hudsonwife, both taking Rocky Mountain Tea. vllle.
Keeps peace in the family. 35 cents.
Haan Bros.
Builds up muscular flesh, healthy
tissue, rich, red blood; clears the stomThere was a big sensation in Lee*- ach, kidneys and liver. That’s what

BRUTALLY TORTURED.

SILKOLINES AND ROBE PRINTS

riM Dot’ll |16,000 Duiunxe.
Port Huron, Mich., Oct 18. — Fire
did $15,000 damage in the Jcnks bwek
on Huron avenue, lu the heart of the
business district.The fire was discovered in the basement In the rear of
Wolfstyu’s clothing store. Most
the damage resulted from smoke and
water. The loss on the building will
be about $4,000. The Wolfstyn clothlug stock, in the bauds of a trustee

iff

Sold by W. C. Wabh, Dmggtt* HollllkL

OF GINGHAMS

PERCALES

hue had completely disappeared.

Kipped Cbe Elepsmsat.

If you want a swell suit of clothes
Lokker & Rutgers Co.

call

FINE LINE

you comfort and

Donohue Still at Larga.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Oct. 15. — A
apodal lo The Evening Press from
Grand Junction says that Edward Pouoliue, whom three sheriffshave been
chasing with posses for the alleged
murder of A. M. Northrup. has eluded them. The officers believed that
they hod surroundedtheir man in i
small piece of woods between Kalo
uiazoo and Grand Junction. They did
uot risk an attempt to capture In the
dark, as it 1* known that Donohue Is
heavily armed and desperate. 3 he officers closed In only to find that Dono-

—

^Nmoua* iSefatiitynever get* well of
itaelf. IU victim* drag through «

AND COLORS

St Johns, Mich., Oct. 10. — W» W.
Murdock, employed by W. H. Robson,
dealer in hardware and vehicles at
Ovid, Ik charged with embezzling
about $1,000 from his employer during the last three years. He collected through the country for Robson,
and it is allegedthat he took notes for
the full amount, due made payable to
himself, which he cashed and then gave
Bobson forged notes for •mailer sums.
Robson investigated and confronted
Murdock with the fact*, and it 1* alleged that Robson admitted all aud
paid over $400 and left the town for St

He JPiuwed Forged Checks.

grandmothers’never thought of using
FrowL
anything else for Indigestion or BilSettle
Creek.
Mich.. Get 15.— The
iousness.Doctors were scaree, and
they seldom heard of Appendicitis, case against Will Cole, the nervy neNervous Prostration or Heart failure, gro charged with threatening to shoot
etc. They used August Flower to clean
a white citizenIf he met him on the
out the system and stop fermentation
highway, petered out when Justice
of undigested food, regulate the action
Batdorf
heard the evidence. The
of the liver, stimulate the nervous and
organic action of the system, and that darkey did not deny the charge, but
Is all they took when feelingdull and grew so lachrymose that the judge
bad with headaches and other aches. dismissed him on the agreement that
You only need a few doses of Green’s he leave this locality at once.

Men Suffering

VELVET RIBBONS IN BLACK

—

Running like mad down the street,
dumping the occupants, or a hundred
other accidents are every day occurrences. It behooveseverybody to have
a reliableSalve handy and there’s
none as good as Bucklen’s Arnica
Salve. Burns, Cuts, Sores, Eczema and
Piles disappear quickly under its
soothing eltect. 25c at W. C. Walsh’s
Drug Store.

G

LADIES’ BELTS

p&rc4 with 13,62b one year previous;
10,467 six years ago and 74143 ten year*

gions.

Diekema & Kollen

that fearful

workmen

PHipigyed at the copper mines, as com-

ST. LOUIS.

tlcular*.

Cuppa*

Men

SWFhton. Mich.. Oct. 17.— Captain
to Our
JodAh Hull, mine inspectorof HoughPeople Received
ton county, iu his annual report says

General

fTATE HAFFE5IKG8 EE00*DJ»

trip ticket* at low rate* on
sale at all ticket station*. Ask agent*
for rate*, limit of ticket* and full par

Twelve lots on 14in and

of

**

Round

the

LutployeJDuring 1004.

IUmt

particular*.

MICHIGAN

fftafrCost P*Hy-Ni*« Liven lu the

TUB

Pere Marquette

For Sale

ACCIDENTS IN

If

er leases will aggregate $5,000, partly

you are or are thinking of doing
figure with you.

so, let

me

covered by insurance.
Csovlcted but Uopuulahed.
Battle Creek, Mich., Oct. 17.— Some
time ago Mrs. Mary Sweet, of Clarendon, objected to the presence of Ixuun
Mitchell on her property and clubbed
him off. Mitchell sought revenge by
buviug the woman arrested. She alleged that he was a trespasser,but It

have had years of experience and can give you a good
I

job and right Prices.
All my work guaranteed.

)

was brought out that the land on
which Mitchell stood hud Ijeen leased
to a party of cidermakersfor u mill,
and Mrs. Sweet was convicted.Justice Robinson,of Homer, suspended

Estimates Promptly Prepared.

Marcus Brower,

sentence.

Aged WoiMSu't Futul Full.
Houghton.
Mich., Oct. 18. Mr*Scalpedin a Hazing.
Houghton. Mich., Oct. 14. — In an Margaret Casey, aged SO. a pioneer
Citz. Phone No.
St.
attempt at hazing of freshmen by the resident of the copper district and highsophomores of the Michigan College ly respected, fell down an elevator
of Mines, one unfortunatefreshman shaft iu 8t. Joseph’s hospitaland died
was partly scalped,owing to his strug- ten minutes later from a fracture of
the skull. One of the sisters caught
gles under a big pair of shears with
which his tormentorswere shingling ut Mrs. Casey’s shawl when she made
the fatal misstep, but the pin at the
his hair. Skin-graftingwill he resortneck gave way and the unfortunate
ed to to replace the missing scalp.
woman plunged to her death.
Many Druwnlo** in Porta*:* Lake.
Csblovt Factory Huron.
Houghton, Mich., Oct 17. — Two
Allegan, Mich., Oct. 18. lire debodies were found in Portage lake,
making four in ten days; one was idem stroyed Mosher & Baines' kitchen cabCome to us for your lumber,
and inside
tided as that of William Hanna, the inet factory. Ixats $34*00; insurance,
other ns Qiva R. Riutallnluai). The $600. Finished cabinets in building finish. All we want is to get acquainted the quality
number of drowulngs In Portage lake worth $8,000 were burned. It is sup- and price of our material will do the rest.
In the past few weeks has been sus- posed the fire started iu the dry kiln.
also contract and build.
piciouslylarge and the authoritiesare The factory was started last April and
was doing a large business.
Investigating.

6L1. 120 East

17th

LUMBER
kibt

We

Dtt»|Kiud«at Ovar Hi* Poverty.

Battle Creek, Mich.,

Oct

18.

— W.

Wheelock, despondentbecause of

hi*

Oal/ 111 • Few MaatNi
Uudea City, Mich., Oct 17.— H. A.

Timer &

Whipple, of Saginaw, private aecretary

poverty, committed suicide by swat for A. W. Wright of Alma, l* dead
lowing morphias at his horns osar Bat* tort Nddtaly from angina pectoria.
Ht wjm 111 oaly a few minutst.
tie Creek.

Yard

in

Rear

of Cook’s Mill.

Verliej
ZEELAND, MICH
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SCOTT-LUGERS

Free Tress

with rvbben to matxA tha
warrant ordered ttau£. good* are all a pertectAC __
The Clerk reported Treasurer s re- *nd ovemila. boy*" and met/*
oe^t for ie ariount of
cape and sock*. ckUdren'* ml __
proceeds from sale of sewar bat* and cat*,
un
derwear. Infant** iKwe. SadiM black
bona..
•bawl*, coffee and tea pot*, aft* many
Michigan'* Gn ateot Farm W^eUey.
Bast Fifteenthstreet bond*. J1*6W* article* too numerous to mftftft. Be
•ure
and
come
and
bring
four
wife
seventh street bond*,
__
Edited by MR. ROBERT GIBBONS.
Spied and the Treasurer ordered and children.
OCMOCRATIC MATIOMAL TICKET.
Time will be given till October 1,
Pretliest—Alton B. Parker of New
m5. for l doUar* and up o«l ggOd approved paper, below l dollai*CMMh, the
,
usual discount for sums abort } dollt
5,
riee-Preeideet-Secry C. Davl« of
lar*.
Weet Vlrf iel».
CHKIB D. BCHILUBKAK.

Farm and

^Aj&ed

«Aor •« MoUMtf . M iefi .
tim tkmcb ttM iMUa m mom*
«iw |MMl

Sr

Stock Journal,

children'*

'“v^VinS

Live

Lumber Co.

««;

flot'.

*«*•

From Date

-

,

STATE TICKET*
Oeromor-WoodlMldf®N.

,,Thof

HENRY LUGERB.

Sr^»f

Aucttateei'S.

Clerk to reguest the touiim

Ferri* ef

rr

Ac

BOUND FOB BALK.

BttpMaA good Biegle Hound. H JMftrs old
lieutenant Governor— Hiram B. Hud[M,.F ofS Hofsteenpe & Japlnga into th» for aale. Eoauire of
pen of Manoeloua.
BttfJKgg.
Treeeurer— Edain R. Smith of Ciiutou
AttorneywKb 24i< west 10th
doVwd.
•eusty.
. instruct Ions to have the same
dlston{Secretary of State- James B. Balcb of

Kalamazoo.

—

1

“ysv

Attorney
Lake City.

FOR ONLY
Great

St.

GIVE

DOES IT PAT TO BUY CHfeAP?

Home

of
H

Detroit, Mich,

COME

„
»

HEAR HIM ON PRIMARY REFORM.

Best ever offered

raonearoacr

•/

•

^

unum*

tMcoto

Barn Shingles at 90c $1.00, $1.15.
Sound Butts at $1.45 and $1.50.
Star A Star, Extra Star A Star and Red Cedar at

nuumu

•pccuutr

. .

.

lowest prices.

DO YOU WANT FREE CON.
5ULTATI0N AND CORRECT
OPINION OP YOUR CASE.

See our lath before buying.

Our stock of hemlock

you are poor your treatment
free. If you are discouraged
and we can cure you, we will wait
for our pay until you are welt
Come and see us; this is your
If

Ilolland

is

Flooring of

all

kinds and grades.

Complete stock of

HEATH & MILLIGAN’S PAINTS
Oil, Glass, Brick,

A

Vt

the best ever put on this

market.

is

...

..

money.

.

.

’

for the

BEEDOITT

A W. Baker, drayage.. ..........
,
Register of Deeds— W. H. Pellegrotn. John Nies. manila rope ...........
Circuit Court Commissioners—Wm. Boot & Kramer, supplies..,.,.-..
OTTAWA COUNTY.
O. Blom. freight and cartage,., 23 -«
N. Angel, Win O. Van Eyck.
Sunday Creek Coal Co., coa
146 oU
Real Estate Transfer*.
Coroners- Dr. E. D. Kremers, Dr. J. Fairmont Goal Co., coal less
^
last chance.
John J. Rutgers,Register of DecK
6. Wailing
We live to do good, are honest
p^r'uv.
Co., freight on coal.. 238 2. George Westem-lt and wife to Miola
Surveyor—Gerrit/J.Ilesseljnk.
Hays', lot 158. Macatawu Park...,,..SLOW
John K laasen. drayage ........
*>
with
all Forty-five years' exJ. Bakker to Fred Bakker a w
James Price, servlc-es on sewers. 44 00 Jacob
J,4 sw b and sw V4 »*w hi Bee
perience
free. This trip and to23
00
John Dykema, sewer insp,-ctor...
Olive ............... ......
..... $1.80(1
LEGISLATIVETICKET.
Wm. Butkau. sewer inspector .. 23 00 Memo Van der Heide to Charles Fallday only.
25 S3
enga. pt lot 10. bio k 15. kw add..
First District— Dr. J. W. Vaodeo Roy Scot t. li nema n - - - - - - - - - - •••• •
$1,150
Westingbouse
Elec,
t*
MgCo..
Berg, Holland Townabijj.
Jacob
Van Voorat and wife to John
115 01
The abor© Is the picture of the or.!? Dr.
Harmsen.
pi
sw
‘4
sw
18,
HolSecond District— W. W. Dickinson, Central Electric Co., supplies-, 0 75
B. Spinneyin this state. Hie h: wiy is a*
land .................
-tl.-'Q
follows:
Fifteen year# In private practice,
Tull mad ge.
John A. Roebling's Sons Co.,
ChristinaC. Gillmore to Jan Meja-i
twelve of these in East Saginaw.Mich., vltu
29 55
lot
7.
block
12.
sw
add..
Holland.,
-.$
009
wire ........... ....... ••>,••••
as largo a practiceas any physician then had.
A. Brown and wife to Coopers
Two years professor of D'-irolt Hojr.oopafnio
Herman Damson, drayage. ------- 1 f.0 Ed.
SENATORIAL TICKET.
vjlle Co-operativeCreameryCo., pt
15
88
Colh-go
and twenty-two years in Detroit Had
Illinois Electric Co., ^pphes....
lots 0 and 7. Holcomb’s 2nd •dd...
Charge of Alma Sanitarium eighteen months;
W. H. Loutit of Grand Haven.
Wm. O. Van Eyck, pd. baL due
Nunioa
............,.,..$ T‘0
C4
ypsilantl one year, and for -the part seven
on Roebling's Sons Co... ......
Thos. Conell and wife to Mark-'!
years has owned a sanitarium at Reed City.
% sec 14, RobSawyer-Man Electric Co., lamps- 45 00 Ca melon, s %
On
December 33, 1902, his sanitariumwa*
2
10
inson
.......
,.^-$350
CONGRESSIONALTICKETTvieV Van Landegend,supplies..
burned, loss fifteenthousanddollars;but in
John
lionema
and
wife
to Anj* Zh'07
45
National Carbon Co., carbons..,
forty-eighthours be had bought another and
dema. lot 13 and pt lot 14, IRc 9,
For Representative, Fifth Congres- .GeneralElectricCo., lamps, etc..
is in good shape for business again. He will
Ferjysburg
,,,.J„;..$ 450
88 00
rebuild In the spring.
sional District—Vernon H. Smith of
Cornelius Ver Sc h ure (trusted to
There Is a firm in Detroitcallingthemselve*
Henry Costing- laying water pipe 785 63 Abel Smeenge. lot 0, blk 9, Older
looia.
Spinney A Co., but the founder of the same
Flats add.. Holland .............
$ 375 has been dead for over two years, and they
Allowed and warrants ordered Issued.
*Pho clerk reported that at a meet- Elbert Vos and wife to M*iy«tt
have no right to the name of Spinney.
Smith, pt lot 9, Bryant's Md..
We are coming to your town ou date and at
ini c( the ISoaJd ot Health held Kent.
(OFFICIAL.)
Spring I^ike .....................»„>.•$ 725 rise* mentioned and are willing to arive yoa
2of 1904. the following bills had been Leon M. Page and wife to Cwkff:.
oar
time and the benefit of our forty-four
COMMON COUNCIL.
ordered oertifled to the Common Coun- peike and wife, sw 14 ne ^ fdW.
you hare been sick,
Holland, Mich., Oct. 19. 1904.
;*
tor what your aliment, our consultation and
_Zhe Common CotttoM mu in eeguiar Wm^VanS-Veer. «uppli«r. .....
n
%
n
%
sw
%
se
%
*ec
39. Zeeadvjce 1* free, and our opinionsare always th*
aeeslon and was called to order by the F. J. Schouten, consultation..... £ • '
land
..... ..... „.,„.,.„.:.,.JJ.500
resultof carefulexaminations and a life long
jr j Schouten. medical services 23 9o Marinus Katte to Johannes D. DeMayor.
experience. The patient Is always told the
Pree pt w
se nw % bcc 19,
Present-Mayor Geerllngs, Aid*. De- A. Leenhouts.medical services.
truth end upon Just what he can rely. To au
Zeeland
.......
........... ......... $UW
scarlet
fever
case..
.....
.......
^
«
Vries. Nies,
Zanten, Hayes.
who are poor we give treatment absolutely
Samuel
N.
Dickenson and wife to
C.
Van
Duren.
supplies
free, only charging cost of medicines.OperStephan, Prakken, Van Putten, Dyke,
Mathias Olish and wife, pt blk 9.
ations at hospital free, only chargingexact
Ha
a n Bros., supplies.....------•• ’
Kerkhof and Postma, and the City
Monroe Howletts & Cutler's add..
cost of board while patient is recovering.
j .Mastenbroek. medical ««ryic.e8.T
Grand
......
Clerk.
Any person suffering from PILES or any
The minutes of the last meeting were Allowed and warrants ordered issueo,
curabledisease we will wait for our pay
and the Clerk instructedto certifyaJ
read and approved.
until cured, if you will secure U8.
tthe bills to the Board of Supenisore
MARRIAGE LICENSES.
Have you been sick for years and are yott
PETITIONS.
for payment except bill of Haan Bros,
Come to us and wo will cure
Oscar
M. Wifctevcen. 25, Holland: discouraged?
George DeWeerd petitionedfor per- for $4.60.
you. Our prices are the lowest of any chronic
Margaret Jager, 23, Holland.
disease specialist* in tb* elate. Charges at
mission to place building material adMOTIONS AND RESOLUTION
Richard NVyma, 22. Holland; Rika the sanitarium only actual cost We treat all
jacent to Nos. 52 and 54 E. Eighth
forma of chronic diseases, but special attention
By Aid. VAN ZANTEN:
VanDragt, 22 West Olive.
street.
is given to the treatment Of the following
Resolved. That the Mayor and Clerk
Granted, subject to directionof the
Simon
DeWitt,
28.
Fenyaburg;
long standing diseases,vis.; Nasal Catarrh.
Street Commissionerand the Commit- bp instructedto make a temporary loan Mary Morgan, 30, Washington.
Polypus. , Mucous and ToUiCUlar Diseases of
of $6 000.000 and to issue a certificate
tee on Streets and Crosswalks.
Throat, For.-lgnGrowths In the Larynx,
Frank Rims, 24, Grand Haven; Adele the*
of indebtedness therefor payable on do
Laryngitis,
Bronchitis, BronchialConsumpREPORTS OF STANDING COMMITVerBerkemoss.21, Grand Haven,
tion. Spitting of Blood, Loss of Voice, EnTEES,
On motion of Aid. KERKHOF:
TunnJs Ruiter, 40, Ferrysburg; Anje larged Tonrlls.InsiplcDtConsumption. Asthma,
Diseases of the Heart, General Debility,Disy.Thp matter of making settlement DeWit, 20, Ferrysburg.
The Committee on Claims and Ac- with
eases Peculiar to Women, Neuralgia and an
Contractor P range was referred
counts reported having audited the folAdrian deNVaard. 22, Holland; Louis-? forms of Nervous Diseases,Hip Diseases,
to the City Attorney for written opin- Baxter, 17, Holland.
Scrofula,
Blood and Bkin Dlseuw-s, Surgical
lowing claims and recommended the
Diseases of all forms, the Eye. Ear. Pace and
ion,
payment of same:
ReJnkerr. 'senhoff, 22, Hudsonvllle;1Internal Organs, Including Deformities, Club
Holland City State Bank, paid
Ebleje 7. Laan, 18, Hudson vjlle. I
Feet, Cross-Eyes,Tumors, Haro Ups, etc.;
Ji Resolved^ That the Clerk be instructpoor orders .........,...,..,..,,,$3250
Cliar!«sW. Hutchinson, 38, Tallmad- also Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Diarrheaand all
ed to notify the Grand Rapids. Holland
i
forms of Liver, Stomach and Bowel discuses.
J. & H. DeJongh, paid poor or& Chicago Ry, Co, to build u cement ge; AlbertieTidpp, 38, Talimadce.
ders .............
9 00
or brick crosswayacross their tracks Richard Sourbutts, 44. Illinois;Maud Remartabl* Cures
ul! i
Peter Prlns. poor orders.... ...... 5 00
been neglected or unskilfullytreated. No exBoot & Kramer, poor orders..,.. 12 00 at the corner of 13th street and Nan Butler, 32, Grand Haven.
perl merits or failures.Parties treated by mall
avenue, 12th street and N an
Martin E. Nienhuis, 26, Olive; Nellie or express, but personal consultation la preWm. O. Van Eyck, poor orders.. 32 75 Raalle
Raalte avenue and Harrison avenue, \V. K.oyer, 20, Olive.
IL Van Ry, poor orders...., — , 20 00
ferred.
and 14th street, within ten days.
'A. Roos, poor orders....... ......
8 09
Carried.
A. VandenBerg,poor orders ..... . 10 00
Remember Date
Working Overtim*.
,
.
John Y. Huizenga& Co., straw.. 2 25 By Aid.
crowded. A friendlycedi may sav* you futuro
Resolved, That E. J- Harrlngtonbe
Win. Bourton, stove repairs ...... 2 85
Eight hour laws ure ignored by thofce •offering;it haa made life anew to thousand*
paid street sprinklingrebate of $10.00.
«rbo have been pronounced beyond hope. Unfit
(5. Blom, freight and cartage on
Said
resolution did not preiail by Urelews little workers— Dr, Kiny'g Jfffiw •ample of your urine, for CXimlnttiOU.
hose ......
........ J 2G
Life
Fills.
Millions
are
alway*
*t
Addreea all mall to
yeas and nays as follows:
18 82
G. Cook A Co., supplies ........
Yeas — Aids. DeVries, Nies. Nan Zan- work, night and day, curing Jndife*2 49
Tyler Van Landegend,supplies,,
tion, Biliousness, Constipation, BIck
REED CITY
Postma—
,,
W, J. Scott, salary driver No, 1 25 00 ten.
Nays— Aids. Stephan, Prakken,Nan- Headache and all Stomach, Liver and
Rcco Cm, Htct****
OtUtwa County Times, notices.,, € 40
Bowel
troubles.
Easy,
pleasant,
safe,
Put ten. Dyke, Kerkhof—5.
F. W. Stansbury, salary driver
sure.
Only
25c
at
W.
C.
Walsh'*
drug
The vote being a tie the Mayor de25 00
No. 2 ........... . ..........
store.
clared the motion lost.
B. M. DePree, writing bonds.,.. 15 00 On motion of Aid. DYKE:
Will be in Holland,
E. A. Anderson, salary deputy
Houm For Kule.
Tile following were appointed In........ ............20 83
spectors of election:
, „ne nine room aod basement brick
8. Piers, Isibor.
1 00
First Ward— Arthur Van Duren.
nouse, on good residencestreet, foraftle.
Mrs. C. DeFeyter,washings ..... 2 50
Second Ward- James A. Drink water.
Cement walk* and everyth ng rtt-elaa* NOMDAY, XGYEMBER 7, 1904
L. Lanting, repair
1 50
Third Ward— Geert Dal man.
Tubbergen & Zanting. supplies.,2 90
Fourth NVard— Rudolph H. Haber- For particularsapply at this office.

^

Complete.

rwacnwi.

^ ^

.
*

is

See Our Shingles

B.SPMEr

’

.

payment:

for

Treasurer— Peter Vaodeo Talc.

Our Stock

0B.AIDKW

&

..

Good Grades, Low Prices and
Prompt Delivery.

THK DETfiOIT FREE PBKS8,

Um

W.

MATERIALS

Paj>-r.

IT A TRIAL.

is all right, but

Council lo
to I he wa ter works grounds.
Superintendent of Public Instruction- Rej^rted to the Commit te.- on Streets and lung troubles. What shall you do?
Go to a warmer and more refsdtr cliJohn 12. Mealley of Plymouth.
that at * meeting mate? Yes, if possible:if not possible
Land Commissioner-HenryMcCarty aTh!'V>T!rt-->ri.d
Board of Public Works he d Oct for you, then in either cat* Mke the
Of Newaygo.
1904. the Clerk was instructed to
introMember Hoard of Education— H. Kirk ,.,'rtlfvthe following amounts to t... ONLY remedy that haa
duced
in
all civilizedoountfflM with
White of Owosso.
Council for payment, subject to tb- success in severe throat and luaf trouPresidential Electors-at-larke-Thos.
,'f proper receipts for- payment
bles. “Boschee'sGerman Bynip." H
F. Carrollof Grand Rapids and Gilbert of bills for pipe. etc.
not only heals and stimulai** the tisJL Stark of Saginaw.
Keir.ers
Zweering. £.
sues
to destroy the germ dfmse. but
street sewer ......
...... — ;*40
Judges Supreme Court— Allen C. Adsit
allays infiatmnation,cause* «uy exstreet
of Grand Rapids, Clinton Roberts of Van Ess & Ren*.
pectoration.gives a good night'* r^st.
Flint and Thomas A. Boyle of Ami
Ahowed'and warrai # ordered issued, and cures the patient. Try OME botArbor.
subject to conditions.
tle. Recommendedmany ye*M by all
BILLS OF THE BOARD OF PUBLIC druggists In the world. Yatt gin get
DEMOCRATIC COUNTY TICKET.
this reliable remedy at W. C. Walsh’s.
WORKS.
Judge of Probate - Johannes Dykema.
Price 25c and 7f»c.
At a meeting of the Board of PublicSheriff— Fred. H. Kamferbeek.
Works of the City of Holland, held Oct
W. N. FERRIS NVILL SPEAK AT
Prosecuting Attorney— Peter J. Dan- 17 1904, tire following bills weie approved and the Clerk instructedto cer' HOLLAND ON SATURDAY EVENbof.
iify the same to the Common Council ING. OCTOBER 22.
AND
Clerk— John F. Wilde.

BUILDING

CENTS.

Addr»«*:

A cheap remedy for oougfca aad coldr
you want Mflinhing
that will relieve and cure dm wore
',1,7 desirability of .Idetruc*
severe and dangerousresult* ®f throat
of the

10

Efery Member of the Family »vi!i Find
Soaiethtrigto Int'-r'-stthem in this

J.

**««>»* *• .rjrsss

Headquarters for

WO

Jan.

trwpmry bin

Until

Lime and Cement.

..

-

...............

w

THE SCOTT-LUGERS LUMBER

CU.

Office and Mill, South River and Tenth Streets.

Yard and Dock, North River and

Sixth Streets.

)

'

*

.

14

Van

..

^

.

Haven

SS'tW

PUTTEN"-

.

............

have you see our

line of chairs.

4

Chairs for the Parlor,
Chairs for the Sitting

Room.

X

Fancy Reception Chairs.

x

Fancy Bed Room Chairs.

ii

i

Dinning Chairs and

Cheap Kitchen Chairs.

,

5.

.

,

Hotel Holland,

work

i

Boot & Kramer, sui)plies..,..,.„
65
F. Andree, drayage..
2 00
A. Zanting, specialpolice services 9 00
J. Arendsen, special police ser-

A

Fifth Ward— Albert Bidding.
Adjourned.

WM. O. VAN EYCK,

2 00

Clerk.

A

IW

side

Remarkabl* R«cerd.
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy ba# •
remarkable record. It has been in tt*e
for over thirty years, during which
time many million bottles have been
sold and used. It has long been the
standard and main reliance In the

treatment of croup Jn thousand*of

I till 9 p.

W. N. FERRIS WILL SPEAK AT

HOLLAND ON SATURDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 22. COME AND
HEAR HIM ON PRIMARY REFORM.

home*, yet during all this time no «M*
has ever been reported to the manufacturersIn which It failed to eftact •
cure. When given as soon as the child
becomes hoarse or even as won a* the
croupy cough appears, It will prevent
the attack. ' It Is pleasant to t*k^
viany children lige It. It contain*' f*0
opium or other harmful substance and
may be given as confidentlyto a baby
as to an adult. For sale by W. C.
Walsh, Holland, Van Bree & Son, Zee-

Only Did Hi* Duty •• He Saw It

"J deem H my duty to add a word of
praise for Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera,
and Diarrhoea Remedy," says J. Wiley
Park, the well known merchant and
port master of Wiley, Ky. "1 have been
iHilllngit for three or four years, and It
gives complete satisfaction.Several of
my customerstell me they would not
be without it for anything. Very often
to my
'>*•<, has
cured a seve<„
rrhoea, and
I positivelyknow that It will cure the
land.
flux CdyscnteryC You are at liberty
to use this testimonialas you please."
Buggies and Surreys new and second Sold by W. C, Walsh, Holland, and Van
band at
Takken k Hills,
Bree & Hon, Zeeland.

kno
i.-<

cost

The Commit lee on SidM/uil®reported

Adopted.

COMMUNICATIONS FROM BOARD*
AND CITY OFFICERS.
The Clerk reported statement from
the County Treasurer of delinquent

eaa Oldobekhig, both of OverteeJ,

George Hcorsplnkand Ida DeWeerd,
both of Laip p>wji.

John Kolten
of OveriseJ ,

and

Minnie Fokkert,

lets. 35 cents.

at

Haan

18 East Eighth Street.

I.

Consultation Free.

MARK1 AGE LICENSES.
Bernhard Hotfnipnter of Chicago, III.
recommending that the matter of claim a: d Rose Hocfer of Saugatuek.
Ross Leverieh of Fennville and Jessie
Pretty Miss Nellie Hascornb, Omaha:
of Jacob Kuite sr.. for damages done
"J owe my good looks and health to
to sidewalk by paving contractor he Robins jd of Ganr.:S.
J. W. Whiteman of Ferfnvllleand Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea. finve
referred to the member* of the former
committee on streets and crosswalks. Edith Soper of Thompronvilk?,
fully regained my health." Tea or tabGeorge Timmerman and Janet Willi*
walk.Adopted.

Van Ark Furniture G).

fi

Iron

man.

D. Steketee, special police services .....
100
Adopted and warrants ordered issued.
ALLEGAN COUNTY.
The Committeeon Poor reported preREAL
ESTATE TRANSFERS,
senting the semi-monthlyreport of the
director of the poor and said committee
James H. Bundle and wife to Sophia
recommending for the supoit of the
Friedland. lots 1 and 2, block
poor for the two weeks ending Nov. 2, Bundle’s addition.Huugatuck,$400.
1904. the sum of $21.00, and having John Grunt and wife to Geo. W. Elrendered temporaryaid to the amount liott and wife, 80 acres on jW-ctidns 6
of $71.00.
and 3, Ix'p and Cheshire, $7i5.
Adopted and warrants ordered issued. Frank Steele, by adror,, to Burton H.
The Commltte on Fire Department Sweeny, 66 acres on section 30, Casco,
reported recommendingthe payment of
$1,600.
$40.('0 to Keagrave Co., Columbus,Ohio,
HollisterF. Marsh and wife to Eatfor fire department' ladder, 4
rU k Keegan, 40 acres on section 39,
Adopted and warrant ordered Issued. Valley,$890.
The Committee on SidewalLr reported Cornelia R. Stewart et al to Adalbert
recommending that permission i>; ?’J.
Russel’ o acres on section 20,
grated to tenant at second utory of Clr-'iliir *,
N. 16th W. Sight h street to place small

show case for photographson

you need one Chair or a dozen see us.

DR. A. B. SPINNEY

clerk

vices

If

SANITARIUM

......

Y

to

..

..

u

.We would be pleased

October Clearance

e

FALL IS THE TIME TO READ.
You

will be surprised at the low prices of the books at

THE BOOK STORE
Mr* Vender Ploeg
Fountain Pens

Bros.

Second band buggies al) kinds cheap
Takken & Hills. 2«

THE BOOK STORE.

H.

also offers

during

this

a

special reduction ou

October sale*

VANDER PLOEG,

44E.»thSt

AUCTION SALES.

CORRESPONDENCE.

DEVRIES
36 East

the Dentist
8tli

Streep

Pleased

-TnijllT' Octobe*- K at 9 o’clock at
the Itrni of John W. Horling. I1" miles
'north and ht mile east of Pearline postSOUTH DP. EXT HE.
ofBe*; Allendale.
Bom. to Mr. rind Mrs. H. Boerman. Wednesday. Oct. 2<J. at 10 a. m. at
a haby boy. Good luck to you. "BulL the faru of W. Piebenga, 1 mile vest'
Mr. and Mi*. John Vese-her of Fre- of Oh'ii'-'hap.
mont arc- viewing friends and relative*
here.
Better Than a Plaster.
Farmers around here are busy haul- A. piece of flannel dami>ened with
ing sugar beets.
C!»»inhfcrlain*s Pain Balm and bound
Mr. Henry Bcerman drove through on th« affectedparts, is belte- than a
town Thursday with a load of sheep plasterfor a lame back and lor pain*
inifhe side or chest. Pain Balm has no
for H. Tanis.
N. Boeskool, "ho was oparated on a superioh as a liniment for the relief
seated, muscular and rheufi-w weeks ago. v.as en on our streets
! again this week.
We are glad to se.> matic pains. For sale by W. C. Walrii.
Hoilanl. and Van Bree & Son, Zeeland.
you out again, Nick.
C. Heyboer, who has carried on a
X. FEBP.IS
WILL SPEAK AT
heavy business here in plums this sea- W.
.....
..

^

DEVRIES THE DENTIST'S
Work and Prices

RIGHT
Cement

from

fillings** *50

Teeth extracted without pain

Silver fillings

if

1

procession start'd,ai d the noise th-y ranfei' ents to
made would have done honor to a Jap- Try them.

.25

make

i

dered away to the beautiful land, th"
child's dreamland,not till then did
their yells die on the cool October
evening air.
Such a day Is well spent, and we
are looking forward to the time when
it may be repeated.

TIME TO BUY

styles

We

are over stocked

with

^

We

We

LACE CURTAINS
at

\

!

lower

24

for this time of the year

and a

little

rummage

new

sale will help us us out nicely as our

SPRING STOCK
is

way.

on the

It will

ranging

16 Patterns ranging from $2.00 up.

9 Patterns of Arabian Curtains.

Creajner

12 Patterns of Ruffied Net Curtains.

18 Patterns of Brussels Nets and Irish Point
i

Curtains,

To

Th" true dairyman who thoroughly

monia had played sad havoc with him I any(i;;,r_, 0f the dairy type on his land,
arid a terrible cough set In besides. Professor V W. Massey in Prac-

•

tton,

i

Wall

Paper.

King's New Discoveryfor Consump- 1 oelther the best for milk nor tlx ix-.
and our darling was saved. He's for
neeti a bulf and half farmer,
now sound, and well.” Everybody,1 who is neither one thing nor another,
ought to know, it's the only cure for
Coughs. Colds and all Lung diseases. but who keeps cows to stand on the
Guaranteedby W. C. Walsh, druggist. lee side of si straw stack In winter and
Price y'.'c and UM. Trial bottles10c.
whose chief idea In keeping cattle is to
try how little lie can keep them alive

Phone 254

see

them

is

a revelation; to

72 East 8th Street

show them

pleasure.

Credit.

^

A. Brouwer
212-214 River Street Hollar

VENTURA.

with.
Mrs. Charles Lappenga died Monday
When I was a boy there were wonat her home here, aged 00 years. She
is survived by a husband and six derfully deep milkers In what we then
children. The fureral was. held Wed- .called the Durhnms. But the modem
nesday. Rev. R. L. Haan of Holland I gij0rllK)rn
cuoriu/iii j,as been so continuously
........
officiating. The bereaved relatives'bred to beef points that this old strain
have the sympathy of all.
has almost disappeared, though here

n"'’

d,

Mich.

it is to have things manWILLIAM ALDEX SMITH AND advantage
aged with comparative ease, but it
j

PRIMARY REFORM.

will not be satisfactory to the rank
and file of the Republican party.’
As is well known, the Republican Judging from the number of RepubHOI LAND ON SATURDAY EVENkeeping Shorthorns exclusively, for party In its state conventions of i'J"2
licans who have already declared that
IXO J ckrrOBER 22. COME AND I milk and claim that they are the best and 1993 declared in favor of a primary they will not vote either for Warner
HEAR HIM ON PRIMARY REFORM, they can find. They have simply, by electionlaw, applying to the nomina- or William Alden, the statement in the
a sort of ativlsm, run back on the old tion of all candidates,and covering the Herald seems to be
Now the question arises,was
BAST
lonrliam and have got their cows into entire state; and the enactment of a
law In harmony with these two plat- gre»?man Smith honest when he advoThe funeral of John Xaber. who died
’dairy type, and hence not beef forms. declarations would of course
cated real primary reform, or did he
Wednesday last, took place on Satur- aBjraajg4 though they may make big, cover the entire state and apply to all do so simply because he believed it to
day afternoon from the Christian Be’ , lvpfl
candidates. It is also well known that he a popular measure? If honest then,
formed church. The Rev. J. Post offlmnkp hcre and the last Republican legislaturerefused
dated. The serviceswere attended by The point I wish to make here, anu to pass such a law, and the same 'yas what is his conditionnow? If the
he advocated was right in May
a large number of people, testifying the point I have so often tried to im- defeated through the influence of the reform
last, is it not right now?
to the general respect and frlendshlo Ijr(>fW# j# that breedingfor beef and machine men-the very same combina- Does he change his position on every
which
the community
held for
..............
. ......
^ him. Mr.
> ihrcedlmr for dairy purposes are dia- tion that forced the nominationof public question at the bidding of a conNflber was 50 years old and leaves a nreeuiiiH . i
Warner and are now making such
wife and four children to mourn the metricallyopposed to each other. Just frantic effortsand piteous appeals to vention? If so. what can be expected
from him In congress: manly action or
departure of a kind husband andjjis different as breeding a setter lor keep Republicansin line, in the vain complete subserviency to partisan and
father. Deceased was a man of
.jnd a bulldog for— well, l don’t hope of electinghim.
machine dictation.
Christian character.
All over the state, among the rank
know' v.'hnt anybody breeds them for.
Republicans, does he in any true
and file of the Republicanparty, and sense represent you on this vital quesTbe Dairy Sire.
indeed
including
nearly
the
entire
OVERLSEL.
tion of primary reform? Ought you to
There are a good many things which party, excepting only the machine
indorse a man whose convictions of
Fred Klumper. who has been ailing
bosses,
there
was
a
pervading
and
alpublic duty rests on so flimsy a foundafor Koine time, died Monday evening. farmers must quit doing if they are to
most
unanimous
demand
for
a
genuine
He was W years old and leaves a wife succeed in Increasing their profits on primary reform law-such a law a* tion? One who seems perfectlywilling
to outrage and defy the wishes of the
and six children. The childrenare Mrs. the dairy aide, says Wall- ce’s Farmer.
Fred Zwemer of Holland, Mrs. Kain- They must quit buying bulls for good would require all candidates for offlc'1. rank and file of his party rather than
from governor down, to be nominated lose the prestigeand favor of the muand .Misses Sena,
perman of Zeeland
-----------Minnie and Henrietta and Fred Klum- looks. The unfortunate tiling is that by tlm direct vote of the people. ID
short, to apply the principlesnow apIt seems to us that he has shown*
per of Overlsel. Deceased was highly even
c,vu the dairy farmer
...... will
..... not buy a
respected in the community and the vyul]J, bull at a sale, public or private, plicable to elections,under th? Aus- himself to be but a shifty politician,
tralian ballot system to the nom. na- and that no selfrespectingRepublican
funeral fervices were largely attended. '
....--egga
a good
«ood deal
deal of
of flesh
flesh
unless it carries
tion of candidates. The btate League and no friend of primary reform should
Report of school district No. 0, town- and is a good looker. It is quite natu of Republican clubs favored it. I ubkt
give him a vote. To do so is to reship of Overisel. Allegan county, for
ral that farmers should do this. They opinion was so strongly in favor of ward one who places party regularity
the month ending September 30, 1SQ4.
a law that many politicians favNumber of days taught, ,20; total at- have an eye to beef. Their main busi- ored It, none- with more seeming;} above honesty, and whose political independencefails him when it is most
tendance, WHO; average dally attend- ness Is fattening cattle; hence they earnestness than William Alden
needed.-— Ionia Standard.
ance, 53; number enrolled,CO; number have beef form in their minds, and it
It was a popular proposition in ms
boys enrolled, 27; number of girls, enis difficult for them to realize that the congressional districtand throughout
More Riots.
rolled, ?3; percentageof attend® ice.
the state. When the Republican state
1-3, Those neither absent or tardy extreme !s*ef form, even if it does not convention met at Grand Rapids, M-'
Disturbances of strikers are not nearduring the month were: Gerrlt Kruit- carry much surplus flesh, is not the i'< i*j(>4 the machine men were in con- ly as grave as an individual disorder
hoff, Alice Meyaard. John A. Dozeman, type that they should select when buy- OTl ^d toougt their efforts William of the system. Overwork,loss of sleep,
John Godfrey Hagelskamp,George in* t bull for service on a herd which Alden and true primary reform were nervous tension will be followedby
Meyaard. Stella Kruithoff,Arle Branddefeated. The convention declared for utter collapse, unless a reliable remedy
erherst, Lucy Ver Beek, Oerrlt Ver is used for dairy purposes.
a sort of local option law, but Riving is immediately employed. There’s

w V

SLAGH & BRINK
Citz.

in

/

\
if

“ifs”

Xottinghan Curtains
prices from 35c up to $1.98 a pair.

Cash or

pay you to look us over

and get some of the snapy bargains

we have ever before. No

different patterns of

is a

WALL PAPER

prices than

about this.

Piviry,

a— hi

and pat-

clothing to order.

are Overlsel No, 21
are Overise! No. 2!

K—

different

terns in

k6:k

Harem. Scarem. who are you?

more

up-to-date

______

,

are showing
-j

'

minds had wan-

we

cedes that
V ««i
..w-err? ;

Eighty acres of good farm land foi
sale. Good house and barn, good outlong they roamed over the grounds tc bulldk.gF,good well, good apple orthiMr heart’s content.
chard. Located 2% miles from the
“You boys may take your ‘'honeys south city limits on the East Saug <to the fair, you men your wives, but
tuck road and half a mile east Musi
of all not one can find the enjoyment
sell on account of poor health. Can oe
there that a corntry school boy can.
at a bargain If taken soon. EnAt 5 o’clock they left the grounds,
and from then on till they arrlvedI quire at this office.
home and were tucked away in bed by
their little

Everybody con'1'

iri

anese regiment,and if Kuropntkin
could have h nd them it would have
made him weak in the knees.
The weather was fine and all day

mother and

Warner gets more votes than he does.

M

son, drove over to the Holland
HOLLAND ON SATURDAY EVEXThursday to see th? fruit exhibit. He 1X0. OCTOBER 22. COME AND
knows where to go to re" the best.
HEAR HIM ON PRIMARY REFORM.
Henry J. Van Dam, who is always
trying hi* luck at something new. is
going to start up a drug store at Mud
It Saved His Leg*
I^ake. His main article of sale will bep. A. Danforth of LrGrange, Ca.,
gall cure.
suffered for six months with a fngntMrs. W. Htinderman of Charlevoix ful running sore on h’s leg; but writes
visited relativeshere this week.
that Bucklen’s Arnica fc'alve wholly
The fine new residence of P. Kiel c-ured it in five days. For L leers.
will soon be completed.J. Po l is do- Wounds, Piles, it’s the best salve m the
world. Cure guaranteed. Only -ye.
ing the rr.aion work.
Last Thursday the school children of Sold by W. C. Walsh, druggist.
DistrictNo. 2 drove over in a body to
the Holland fair. The teams were furCLOTHING TO ORDER.
nished by A. Yrerieveid,L. Vredeveld.
J. Hu 1st and H. T; n:s. .5.t « o'clockthe
Loki r-Kutgers Co. have made ar-

Proclaim

fillings up

FERRIS’S DEFEAT

of

Patients

Go’d

The Democrats Concede

WP-RRTK

WIIL SPEAK

ATI and there we hear of dairymen who

1

true.

HOLLAND.

^

I

1<»awe

.

- ,

|

fine

FAIL MILLRERY OPENVIR

< I >

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

1st,

i:„:

..

.

We have

on display a fine line of the latest designs in

Pattern Hats and the Newest
Ideas in Tailored

Do not mis*

this

Goods

opportunity of visiting our millinery

S

Reek, (-'ora Kruithoff,Jennie Walters,
A Handy Contrlvaaca
Hattie Arendsen, Willie Vanden Bosch
Lambert Meyaard. Jennie Brander- The illustrationshows a device for
horst. Maggie Volllnk, Gerrlt Vollink.
Walter Van der Veer, Gerrlt 8 Van der holding a (Kill of milk, says Rural New
Yorker, from which this cut is reproVeer.

JENN'" RIOTERTVK

-

parlors

OAKLAND.
The Oakland fanners are yet busy

STEKETEE & VAN SPYKER

in hus’-lngcorn In order to be through

when mow flies.
John Broekhul*. who ha* been

a

e

111

for

municipalitiesthe right to say whethei nothing no efficient to cure disordersof
they would have such a law or not, ani the Liver or Kidneys as Electric Bitretainingthe state convention to nom- ters. It’s a wonderful tonic, and efinate state officers. The resolutionad- fective nervine and th*- greatest all
opted May 19. 1904. Is a miserable sub- around medicine for run down systems.
terfuge, a burlesque on primary re- It dispels Nervousness, Rheumatism
form. and under It there might be as and Neuralgia and expels Malaria
many differentmethods of nominating germs. Only '.0e, «nd satisfaction
candidates and electing de egaU-s as guaranteed by W. C. Walsh, druggist.
there are counties in the state, as it
leaves to each municipalityhow it w ould
Mary Jennings. N. Yamhill. Oregonnominate candidatesand elect delegates. Besides, it retains Jbe state Could not get along without Rocky
convention with all the opportunitiesit Mountain Tea. Makes women strong
affords for machine manipulation anu and beautiful. Keeps them well
cents. Harp -Bros.
* °Th?nei>ublican state convention h"ld
In Detroit, June 30. 1904. r'-affiiine'.
MILK PAIL HOLDER.
h" action of the Grand Rapids conA $2.09 SHOE.
dated. The curved arms hang over the vention of May 19. 1904. thus repud.milker's legs above the knee, so that atlng the former pledges of th» p.irt>
For a 12.09 shoe try Lokker- Rutgers
the weight Is supported without pinch- and Insultingthe Intelligence of even Co. Best In town.

long time. Is recovering nicely for
which his many friends feel thankful.
Women who have themselves suffered Mr. Vander Leest, our merchant, and
Fight Will W Bitter.
/rom the evil effectsof constipation Gerrlt G. Wolters are now- buying catThose who will persist in closing and indigestionwill be InterestedIn the tle, We wish them success.
their ears against the continual recom- following letter from a father whose
John and Jacob Vander Busch vismendation of Dr. King’s New Discov- daughterwas given up to die by two ited In Forest Grove Saturday and returned Sunday .
ery for Consumption,will have a long physicians:
Miss Alice VanderLeest is visiting ing the pall between the knees. The honest Republican by attempting to
and bitter fight with ttoeir troubles,if
"My daughter has suffered from in
palm off a spurious subterfuge In plate Court for th" County of Ottawanot ended earlier by fatal termination. digestion for the past five years and relative*here.
contrivance Is adjustable to any size
the genuine reform Promised.
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
The Oakland Christianassociation of pail and can be arranged to tilt the ofIn
Read what T. R. Beall of Beall. Miss., haa tried nearly everything that she
the last convention. June -A wjl
At a seKsion of *iid court, held at tno
has to say: "Last fall my wife had could hear of for such trouble. She was has about 109 members and more are pail at any desired angle.
Ham Alden, belpg a meml^r of U* probate office,in tho City of Grand Haevery symptom of consumption. r*he confined to her bed when she began being secured. Mr. Dampen read a paven.
In said county, on the 19th day of
committee on resolutions,and b ing
took J*. K lag’s No* Dtowyery after taking Dr. Caldwell'sSyrup Pepsin per last Sunday night on the subject
out-voted by the machine members of
Cow
Vernas
»teer.
"Daniel/' The members all enjoyed th'
J Prcv.-ntfHonljEd ward P. Kirby, Judge
everything else bad; failed. Improve- and after taking oijo fifly-centbottle
committee,made a minority re- svf
meetings. Rev. P. Dlephuls made a
The Ufiry cow eats the foou given the
port favoring a law substantiallya*
ment cam* at ouco and' four bottles she Is able to walk »' mile at a time clear explanation of Exodus, chapter
In the Matter of the Estate of Froderfk
her, not for the purpose of storing th" Democrats now favor and demand. Kleft d-vated.William O. Nan Eyck
entirelycured her.” Guaranteedby W. and during the day yesterday walked iS-l» V> 20. Mr. DeWitt will read a
having
filed In said court his petition
fat to protect herself against a possi- His report was voted down by the maC. Walsh, Druggist. Price 50c and 81-2 mile*. I feel like praising Dr. paper next week.
chine men In the convention, and the nravime that a certain Instrument in
ble
bodily
want,
but
for
the
production
Caldwell's Syrup Pep** because two
writing,purporting to be the last will
$1.00, Trial bottles, 10c.
subterfuge,as it now stands In the Re- and testament of said deceased,now on
of mill: end butter, says Hoard's Daidoctors told me my daughter could not
PERSONAL.
publican platform, was adopted.
file In said court bo admitted to protmte,
get well, and I feel that she 1* on •
MfH. E. R. Allen visited In Allegan rymen. Food feil ut night is digested Now what does William Alden do and that the administrationof said estate
fair road to permanentrelief.Respect8our Stomach.
and converted into milk ready for the He falls meekly into line and defends bo granted to himself or to some other
on Sunday.
J. H. M. CROCKER.
When the quality of food tak<*n 1* too
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Van Drezer ar* caif or milker In t*w morning, the as- Warner and his clan. His opinions *
Ordered. That th'* 15th 'lay of Noseem to change with the vote of the vember. A. D. 1994, at ten o’clock In tho
Nixon, Tenn., Aug. $. 1800.
large or the quality too rich, *our
visitingthe St. Louis exposition.
shuilrtid product , diixppenring from
convention.
Now
the
Warner-DohertyD.
Cudwell'f
Syrup
Pepoln
I*
*old
In
forenoon,
said probate office. and
stomach Is likely to follow-,and especMrs, L. K. Sprletsmaand son Luke day to day sin e* ' ns soon elsborat- Navln brand of primary reform is the is hereby at
appointed for hearing said peially so If the digestionhas been weak- fifty-centand $1.09 bottle*, under a
have returned from a visit with t' encs ed, mating way for more of the same kind he is advocating; now he Is workened by constipation. Eat slowly and positive guarantee, by W. C. Walsh.
Further Ordered, That public noIn Chicago.
Upd from the same source, it Is be- \vk "tooth and nail" to elect the ma- Tlii
not too freely of easily digested food.
thereof be given by publication of a
Dr. E. D. Kremers visited the fit. cause the milk product Is dally given chine man Warner. The Grand Rapids tice
Masticate the food, thoroughly. Let
copv of this order, for three successive
MENS' SHOES.
Louis fair last week.
Herald, the organ of William Alden. In we.-lcsprevious to said day of hearing. In
five hours elapse between meals, and
Hakfton Health and Dougla# shoes, W. B, Conkey and family of Chicago up by the cow that she excels the May, ’after the convention declared that the’ Ottawa Comity Times, a newspaper
when you feel a fullness and weight In
spent a few days visiting at their sum- ateer In the economical production of he had been beaten by the machine,
the region of the stomach after eating, beet on earth, at Lokkser- Rutger* Co.
ed“!?ard1t1p“r'k Rr"y,y'
human food. The steer gslnlng In end declared as to the action of the A true
mer home last week.
Judge of Probate.
take Chamberlain'* Stomach and Liver
convention: "It may please the pro FANNY DICKINSON.
W,
G.
Barnaby,
local
P.
M.
ticket
weight
must
carry
sbont
all
the
flesh
,
.
Atlas Wanted.
fesslonalpolitician, the machine work- Oct. 21-Nor.
Tablet* and the sour stomach may be
Probate Clerk.
agent, visited at Watervllet and Chied, the brokers in votes, those to whose
avoided. For sale by W. C. Walsh, An Ottawa county atlaa wanter. En- cago thl* week.
quire at this office.
Hotlaad and Van Bree t Son, Zeeland,

K

'

fully.

•

6

T***
copy.

4.

i

t

fVittril
OR.

gown shown in the ent
Mae sevres doth. Tho

dotal

M QILLESPIE*

F.

has t plaited pane) effect at
The habit -basque takes
phase in front and la
leaf-llko revers. A stunning
of ivory brdcade fastens with avow of
old enameled buttons.Grant of lace
and collar of white batfsta complete
this costume.

VT-FARLOAS.
The

Furs

Which Will Be Pop-

MNV«T.
alar This Winter.

St, ndMMck

II Eact fifMk

VUMT-CLSKM DKMTI»TRT

mm:

XOLESKIS TO

BE A

FAVORITE.

—

MlOU WONT.

AMO

m Flail
oraltr — Lowly Wore* Fabrlas

Tfco Jnpmn mt Btaek Batlat*

EmiBM bjr AppoiaOMBt
OtUMPhOMfl.

A«ala to tho Foro-RoTlral of tho
Gow»-Je*olrrMoAoo.
It may seem early in the season to
talk about furs, bat the fact Is that
furriers are the busiest people In the
sartorial line at present, and they can
with Savinoa Oepartmknt.
hardly fill their winter orders fast
060.000.00. enough.
Moleskin Is to be a favoriteand bids
G. W. . lOKMA fair to be quite as popular as It was
G. J. Diekema,
last winter for trimming and entire
Cajhiv .
Pretideat.

Bank

First State

Million

AND STARS

DIA., A’S

o

Princess gowns are to be won again
to a large extent They win take the
form of the genuine old faahloned
princess dress, which has ban modified of late out of all recognition.
A charming princess dinner dress Is
carried out In point de venire mounted
on pale pink mooseeline de sole. The
dacolletageIs draped with white tulle

Which we

will sell to you at
a very low price. Our prices

are also low on Extra

STAR A. STARS.

•

CAPfAL

Have One

GOWNS FOR AUTUMN.

Ka. a.: l:»lol:»r.a.

1:1110

Wc

IP

Come and see them
and you will
surely

coats.

you saw our Fine

BUY.

No.

Chinchillala a pelt which. It la predicted, will be need more than ever this
season for purely ornamental purposes
rather than for entire garments. The
I am prepared to move houses aud employing of chinchilla as a trimming
alone Is easily explained for the slm
ether buildings, safes, Ac. , prompt- pie geason that It is very expensive
ly and at reasonable rates.
and not at all durable.
A fur which makes its initial bow to
I am not working for others, but fashion this season Is a white fox delido the work myself, and guarantee cately dashed with brown hairs.
The old time redingote is to be the
all work.
exclusive long wrap of the winter.

House Moving.

024.

Green Peeled

Cedar Posts

You would be

convinced that they

are the best to be had at any price, but
our price
of

JOHN LOOMAN,
Citz. phone

1,

is

low, they are an extra

posts. We have them

fine lot

in all thicknesses.

KLEYN LUMBER CO.

177 west 15th St.

East Sixth

St.,

Opposite Water

Tower

HOLLISTER'S

Rocky Mountain Tea Nugge':
A Buy Xedidae for Buy People.
“tap Gobies Health azd Berexed Vigor.
A 1 'V’cfflc for CinrtipV.ion.Indigestion. M" ,
sr.
iney Troubles.Pimples.Eczemn, any.
Boo
B.vl Breath.Fltjggi'.hBowels. Headacr.
wnd Backache.It's Rooky 3!ountainTea in '•
let foru, S5 cents a bos. Genuinemade
Holluteb Drco Company, Madison, Wis.
J

i

ELEC1S

OF

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE

111

OOBTCJ4E OF CRUAJI TOILS,

1S0I.

Train, leave Holland a- follow.:

For Chie:ts« aii<< Wet—
*12

-13 a

in.

7:V. a
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That the redlngote will not be in evcry one's hands adds to its attractiveness. The woman who lias cravings

efter that which Is unattainableto the
populace may safely order a redlngote
^ of gra„ gjjijfQj,veivet enhanced in
j

----

Dont Be Fooled!
Take the genuine,origlul

'

beauty by a collar aud revers of cbin-

of the up to date costumes.
The picture is of a dainty littlecostume of cream colored voile with mollified touches of the dlrectoirestyle to
be seen about the cape collar revers
and cuffs of black taffeta. The cuffs
have smart little frillsof narrow lace
edging, which shows up very prettily
over the wrinkled undersleeve of mousseline de sole held at the wrist with
velvet ribbon. The girdle Is of the
black taffeta and fastens with A long,
narrow gilt buckle.

china

i A

fall novelty designed to

wear with

FASHION'S TREND.

ROCKY MOUhTAlN TEA

4

^le black taffeta gown is the Jupon of
A great deal of jewelry It hp'ng
black batiste. Its construction Is exworn, and even tiie fastidiousiranan
actly similar to the other lingerie petla uot averse to wearing the mack
mX Mt m each package. ’ ticoats. and the flouncesare trimmed gems In artistic and eccentricdesigns
in ^ik'' aSLoi SrZhib i w,tl1 friI18 °t black, white or cream colwhich a few years ago she would have
tutc. Aak your draggSt. ored Calais lace, the petticoat being
considered bad form.
! made very foil and frou frou.
Garnets are again fashionable,and
j The separate waist In the new modan
old brooch of these pretty red
"While opening a box, J. C. Mount, of j els are as dainty as ever, and the pretstones,a real heirloom. Is an object to
9
U
attractive.
be cberlshe* and worn.
n&U through the Ashy part of his hand.
It is carried out In this Instance In
“I thought at once of all the pain and
Crosses of all kinds will be seen danpale blue louisine silk. The full gathsoreness this would cause me," he says,
gling from my lady's littleneck chain
"and immediately applied Chamber- ered waist has an enipiecement of bro- of thin linked gold The mosaic cross
lain’s Pain Balm and occasionallyaf- derie anglalse cut In points. From the
terwards.To my surprise It removed two points In the center of the yoke
all pain and soreness and the injured run linos of little black velvet bows
parts were soon healed." For sale by made with two loops. A line of
W. c. Walsh, Holland, and Van Bree same bows ornaments the sleeves,
4 Son. Zeeland.
which are In one large puff fitted above
Ma4e Mly

fcy

MadleM MeM*

j
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a deep cuff of the embroidery.The girEighty acres of good farm land for dle Is of broderie anglalse.
sale. Good house and barn, good outbuildings, good well, good apple orCHIC FALL MOOES.
chard Located 2% miles from the
The wise woman who Is ready for all
south city limits on the East Saugatuck road and half a mile east. MUst sartorial occasions has her autumn
sell on account of poor health. Can be tailor made hanging in the wardrobe
had at a bargain If taken soon. En- ready for the first cool days to come,
quire at this office.
when she may go forth and display Its

A

$2.00

smartness. But the unwise virginsare
only waking up to a realizing sense of

SHOE.

For a

Co.

12.00 shoe try Lokker- Rutgers
Best in town.

It Saved His Leg.
P. A. Danforth of LrGrange. Ga..
suffered for six months with a fright-

ful running sore on his leg; but writes

that Bucklen'nArnica Salve wholly
five days. For Ulcers,
Wounds. Piles, it's the best salve in the
world. Cure guaranteed. Only 23c.
Sold by W. C. Walsh, druggist.

cured It in

G. A. Roberts, of Llntner, 111., suffered four years with a wad in his
stomach and could not eat. He lost
<5 pounds. Two bottles of Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin restored his appetite. cured his stomach trouble and today he is well and hearty and says
tie owes his health to Dr. Caldwell’s
Syrup Pepsin. For sale
Walsh.

by W.

BROWN BEAVER DAT.
set In dull Roman gold is n revived
novelty, as is also the golden snare
with ruby eyes worn around the

C.

throat

A pretty stone that is coming Into
vogue and harmonizes well with the
reddish tints to be seen in so many of
the fall fabrics is the Mexican opal*. It
Is not expensive and quite repays In

j2Pj|iP«R^A’MS’
People who take morphine and
opium have them.
Their dreams arc only dreams, but
fte after effects are

most awful realities.

Nerve murder— nothing less.
Opiates take all the vitality oat of

|

th* nerves.

PALMO TABLETS
wfl restore the worst wreck ever laid
low by these drugs, alcohol or abuse.
In perfsetmental and bodily health.

They core al kinds of nerve decay.
Wo mfand year money

if
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crowTI lieffriTHon'.'-AV.liourke Contrsa
speak in Central armory. The meeting
was the first large gatheringof the
Democrats of Cleveland and Cuyahoga
county.

ami adorned with festoons of pearls.
KEClvr RATION AT CHICAGO
Darned Bridgu IH-Inr* Traina.
The sleeves,which open to reveal the Prize the DemocraticNational
Prairie du Chicn, Wis., Get 19.— Ca
shoulders and upper parts of the arm,
Managers Are After and
Features Are Its Slij-nt Increase ami account of the burning of a bridgu
are held by bretclles of pearls.
Smaller Number of Wonn-ti.
Anxious to Secure.
fifty feet long over a gully one mild
Dlrectoire styles are to have great)
Chicago,Oct. 19.— The second day below Victory all Burlingtontrains
vogue this season, and when all the
of registration of voters in this city will be delayed from twelve to fiftcca
characteristicsof this mode are not y2V7 JETlEiIY 13 MUCH HIZIB
hours.
gives a result disappointingto the paremployed in a single frock there will
ty managers,as the total registration
Be little bints of the dlrectoirein most
Cannon Dooms In \V««t Virginia.

Pere Marquette
SKPTEMIJF.ta,

Capron, dvove to TaTantry Ban, where
t nadu iiu» nriucina) Kueech of
tl*^
evening. Senator Fairbanks "left at 11
a. ra. today for New York, where he
is to sjieak tonight.

BLUB SEVRES CLOTH FROCK.

beauty of coloringfor an elaboratesetting. Mexican opals linked with antique gold uiake a charming bracelet.
Hatpins in this tone are exquisitefor
the keeping In position of hats trimmed
with orange and red.
Women who possess old lace should
always wear It, but it is too costly for
the multitude,who need not, however,
despair, for there are such admirable
Imitations,which demand a connoisseur to distinguishthem from the original. The transparentlace .trimmed
dresses are very fascinating,aud so
are the flowered voiles and delaines,
which only need lace for the yokes,
but they all have to be made up over
silk foundations.

the necessity of this dress. For such
delinquents there Is a wide choice both
in styles ami materials.
Loosely woven fabrics will be seen
again In the new Importations. There
Is a pretty new shade of brown called
"burnt bread" which will be popular
during the coming winter and Is made
up with touches of orange.
Green, mulberry and red are favorite The bat pictured Is of light brown
colors In the coining fashions.Many beaver, the high dented crown encirfabrics In these tones have an under cled with a roll of orange velvet. At
weave of black that is exceedingly at- the very much raised side are bunches
tractive.
of brown ostrich feathers and an orDelightfully smart' Is the walking ange algret JUDIC CHOLLET.
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Parker Consults with

j

Morgantown, W. Va.. Oct 19.— Tfco
Chicago was but 7.K14
t^n thoreglstratlo^fortbelast Republican campaigning party, comJ national campaign. The total regisposed of Speaker Cannon and Repre-

Ills Lieutenants ’ ^or **le

-

-Fairbanks’New England
Campaign - Registration at

Ncy

\Gik,

sltua,l0,ls

i

Chicago.

|

m
Oet.
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tration was 407,079 for the two days. sentativesDayton and Bede, addressed
In 1!)00 the total registrationof male a large crowd here at an all-daymeeting.
voters was 1199,705.

'

.»*•
rn this state women are allowed to
poMa-al, TotP f()r Khool ufflrenl aml ulllvenilt3,
i

ln ‘"'d

DIVORCE ISSUE ONCE

HORS

trustees, bat they revealed by thereglaimportant affairs of tbei tration a failinginterestin the issues EpiscopalConvention Takes No Final Acj

were the most
tion, bat Refers All the PropoDemocratic campaign considered by! of the campaign, as but 1,412 women
sitions Presented.
Judge Parker, who again came to Newj registeredthis year against 1,G27 four
York to consult with the party man-! y<ars fi£o.
Boston, Oct. 19. — The divorce issue
ai-ers.A r-,.ort was made U, him con„„„
again came before the Episcopal conecnilus Indian. 1* Simon P. Sherin,| B«lron|, Imi., 0et. Jtl.-The speetal vention, but no final action was taken
who was secretary of the Demoi'raUC; train whleh is carrying William Jen- on several resolutionsreferring to the
national committee in 1892. Fheriu; nings Bryan on bis tour of Indiana subject which were presented. The
was introduced by National Chairman was more than two hours late arriv- bouse of bishops sent a message to the
Taggart, who consulted with the candi- ing in this city for the mass meeting deputies informiug them that the bishdate twice, preliminary to leaving New which was the closing event of the ops had voted to forbid the remarriage
York today to take a hand personally programme of the sixth day. The of any divorced persons.
speaker spoke in the park, which covWhen the matter was laid before the
in the canvass of that state. Sherln
ers four acres of ground, and was deputies on the questionof concurwill remain in New York two or three
filled with people. Other speeches were rence Rev. Drs. Dewls Parks and W.
days. It is said that the conference
at Greencastle, Brazil, Terre Haute, D. Huntington, both of New York, imdid much to shape the contest to be
Linton and Sullivan.
mediatelyset the parliamentarymawaged by Indiana Democrats for suchinery In motion to defeat, or at least
premacy In the election.
feeiwUfjr Shaw Hits at Parksr.
sidetrack,the bishops’ resolution.AftSew slenejr.Situationla Mixed.
Hamilton,X. Y., Oct 19. — SecreIn New Jersey the situationis re- tary of the Treasury Leslie M. Shaw er a brief ^>ut spirited skirmishthe
matter was referred to the committee
ported to I»e far more complex than in spoke here before a large audience.
any other of the doubtful states and Sbaw discussed the tariff Issue first, on canons, from which It can be called
the result more dependent upon the and declared the Democracy the free at any time. Several resolutionsfawork done in the remaining two and trade party. Of Judge Parker he said: voring a strictercanon ou marriage
one-half weeks of the campaign. This “I am afraid of any man who was for and divorce were referred to a committee.
was the Judgment of ex-.SenatorJas.
it [the Democraticnational platform]
J. .Smith, Jr., who called ou Judge
NationalPrlaoa Congr—i.
eight years ago. and for it four years
Parker. Edward Atkinson, of BosQuincy, 11L, OcL 19.— The National
ago, and then sends a telegram buying
ton. discussed the Philippine islands
Prison Congress has elected the folhe is not for it now."
question with Judge Parker. Their
lowing officers:President,Albert Gas*
conferencewas brief, but Atkinson
Darla Maintains Ilia Deputation.
bln, Wethersfield,Conn.; general sec.ink occasion to compliment the judge
Welch, W. Vo., Oct 19.— Henry G. retary, Rev. J. L. Milligan,Allegheny,
on his Philippine speech delivered at Davis, Democratic candidate for vice Pa.; assistantsecretaries— Amos W.
Esopus on Saturday.
president, wound up a busy day of Butler, Indianapolis;John Davis, LinTalk* of Cnimtitutiuual Government.
campaigning with a rally here. He coln, Neb., and L. C. Storrs,Lansing,
Judge Parker's positionon the serv- spoke at Bluefield,North Fork* and Mich.
ice pension order was given support here during the day. Davis is mainby General John W. Kay, of Brook- taining his reputation as a continuous
HEWS FACTS IH OUTLINE
lyn, who called on the candidate.A performercampaigner, and shows no
numlter of callers was received by ill effects whatever of the many
Marvin It. Warner, one of the beetJudge Parker late In the day. Among speeches he has delivered and miles known hummer manufacturersin the
these was Colonel Daniel 8. Lamont traveled during the past ten days.
United States, is dead at Cromwell,
At night Judge Parker addressed a
Conn., aged 81 years.
gathering of Ulster county citizens re“SocUl Democratic" Stands.
Miss FlorenceMcCarthy, daughter
siding at New York. He laid special
Albany, N. Y., Oct 19. — Secretary of
of Police Lieutenant McCarthy,struck
stress oi vconst national governmentand State O'Brien announces that he has
a "masher" in the face at Chicago.
said that the "federal coustltutionis dismissedthe objections to the title
Rains have caused considerabledama chart that sets forth the course the of the Social Democraticparty proage hi the central and eastern porship of state should sail to insure safe posed for the third column of the oftions of Cuba.
voyage. * * * Therefore, this is in ficial Imi Hot The objection,made in
The Scotch aud North of England
Issue: Shall the ship of state sail by behalf of the Democrats, was that the
the people's chart, or at random?"
nume: "Social Democratic"conflicted steel makers have decided to form a
combination for the regulation of
with the title of the Democratic party.
sellers’ prices.
FAIKIIANK8 IN NEW ENGLAND
The government of Cuba has cabled
Senator Crane Sera the President.
Senator Puta In a Duty Day— Flower* from
Washington,Oct 19.— Hon. W. .Mur- condolencesto the royal family of
the Pawtucket D, A. U.
ray Crane, the newly-appointed sena- Spain on the death of the Princess of
Providence, U. I., Oct. 19. — With tor from Massachusetts, was in confer- the Asturias.
a speech at..........
Infantry
hull in this city once with President Roosevelt forsome
Emperor William unveiled bronze
. ,.m..
Senator Fairbanks, the Republican ti,nc“/atl*ie "'bite House. Crane was statue of Emperor Frederick in front
candidate for the vice presidency,end- averKe to talking about his visit far- of the new Museum of Art at Berlin.
An attempt at the meeting of "Chrised u busy day In New England, having r, tl*s*n..to
11 "s,s nia(^t‘ «t
tians” (Campbcllltes) at St. Louis to
made brief addresses at Pittsfield, ; 6
a 0,1 0 tll(‘president
change the name of the church was
Mass.; Woonsocketand Pawtucket, SenatorProctor »W,.K.e,ted.
defeated.
where his special train stopped dur- VontnellerVt rw
a
Major Edward Cunningham, dean of

;
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,At
the St. Louis bar, is dead at that city.
he was acconled a conliaireception. United States senate by the Vermont
He was a Confederate veteran.
The incident of the day whiefl gave legislaturein separate session The
The National Association of Local
Senator Fairbanksthe greatest pleas-!Section was officiallyconfirmed'todnv
Fire InsuranceAgents is in session
two branches met in joint at the World’s fair.
was met by a delegation from the lo-

ie

session.

cal chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution aud accepted in
Bevcrldfa Make* Two Speothea.
the name of Mrs. Fairbanks, the naMadison, Ind., Oct. 19.
Senator
tional president of the organization, Beveridge, who addresseda political
a large basket of flowers.
meeting here at night, was given an
Upon his arrivalin this city shortly enthusiasticreception by a large auafter 4 p. m. Senator Fairbankswas dience. Beveridgealso addressedan
driven to Warwick, where he was the open air meeting here in the afterguest at dinner at the home of Sen- noon.
ator Nelson W. Aldrich.After dinner
Boarko Cocknm Draws • Crowd.
tfa* senator, accompanied by Senator

—

Aldrich and Be?i<9entAtixe. A.. B.

A*

SsJL .19. —

\

Lou Dillon, the champion troller,
defeated for the Memphis gold cup by
Major Delmar in straight heats, the
Major winning easily. Beat time, 2:07.

_

?ou get your new tailor-mad#
suit for fall and winter wear be sure
and see the new Hoe shown by Du Mez
Bros. They have a large assortment
at reasonable prices. Read their advertlaement on page I of thla issue.

2w

Robes and drivers*coats at cost
Taknen A Hilla. &

i

And Jimmie

tHARLES W. ARMOUR
SUED FOR DAMAGES

STATE Of MICHIGAN.
The Probate Court for the County of

‘>AK9

THE FARMER’S

LOT.

did fire

away presently,

the subject having got the better of hli
resolve*

Thl* I* what the farmer hear*

When

he goes forth at the dawn:
Notes of praise that night is gont;

"But, Henry, all natural prejudlc*
my good luck.
To think that she should accept me,
when she might have had any manwhy, she might have married you, old
aside, I Just can’t believe

Sweetest melody that cheers—
In the matter of the estate of Willem
Publisher of Trade Paper Say* OfVoice of lark,
Zonnebelti deceased.
The linnet's lay,
ficial* of Packing Company
Notice la hereby Riven that four
Bluebird's welcome
months from the 28tb day of July, A. Sort That Goes Such Tricks as
Inspired Attack.
chap, couldn’t she?”
To the day,
D. 1904, have been allowed for credits
- GRACEFUL CLIMBERS.
"Did she tell you so?”
Thislin a “Christian”
Swallow's twitter,
to present thoir clolros against said de"Nope," said Jimmie, cheerfully, "hut
Robin's trillChicago, Oct. 17. — Henry L. PresCommunity.
Cheerfnl Foliage and Blo«Hom* Beauceased to said court for examination
Music rare
I can’t see how it is that you haven’t
ton, publisher of Fruit and Produce, a
The heart to thrill
tiful In Form and Color.
and adjustment, and that all creditors
fallen in love with her.’’
New York triide paper, lias begun suit Jtpvr flowering plants can rival the
of said deceased are required to preThis Is what the farmer sees
"Maybe I was in love with another
sent their claims to said court, at the COSTLY RESIDENCE DESTROYED for $100,000 damages against the Bar- clematis us u graceful and rapid climbWhen he sets forth to his toll—
woman,”
said Walcot, slowly.
probate office, in the city of Grand
Laying tribute on the soilrick Publishing company of Kansas er, wreathing walls, latticework or
There was something in his tone that
Haven, in said county, on or before the
These are things his senses please:
City, Mo. Libel charges are made, it wires with exquisitesprays of delicate
28th day of November, A. D. 1904. and Sequel of the Failure of Bariker Mcmade Jimmie look up quickly.
Rosy beams
being alleged that officials of the Ar- greenery and myriads of flowers. This
Athwart the sky
that said claims will be heard by said
Walcot was gazing into the cheerful
Coy Is a Dynamite Outlawry
That with fields
court on Monday, the 28th day of Nomour Packing company inspired an at- la especially true of Clematis montana
fire and there was such a smile upon his
by
Others.
Of
bright
bloom
vie,
vember, A. D. 1904, at ten o'clock In
tack upon Preston because ids Journal (the mountain clematis), a species
Diamond dewdrops,
face as Jimmie had never seen. The
tbe forenoon.
criticised the Armour refrigerating which will cover many feet of wall in
Verdant hills,
mercurial youngster was on his feet In
Dated July 28th, A. D. 1904.
a season and flowers profusely in May,
Grassy meadows,
sendee.
an instant and rushed over to Walcot.
Rensselaer.
I
ml.,
Oet
17.—
The
feelEDWARD P. KIRBY,
Sparklingrills.
Preston has named George A. Cur- its creamy white starlike blossoms
"By Jove, old chap, so you have beep
Judge of Probate.
tag that has been growing here since
This is what the farmer feels
ley. president of the publishing com- falling into beautiful natural wreaths,
indulging in a love affair and didn t
the failure of the McCoy bunk last pany; Charles W. Armour, a Kansas If not too much interferedwith.
When he stretches forth his hara
MORTGAGE SALE NOTICE.
even take me, your best friend, into
To wrest riches from his land.
April reached a climax when the b« r.u- City packer, and Minnie, Edith R.,
But
the ordinary gardener, who is so
Whereas default has been made In
j your confidence!
I call that shameful
Wealth that nature, coy, conceale:
the conditions of a mortgage Riven by tit'ul home of Thomas J. McCoy, who and Pearl P.arrlck, founders of the i terribly fond of the use of the shears
Balmy breath
of you, but I am deuced glad to know
Willis F. King and Katie E. King, his was identified with ids father in the publishing company, defendants to his | and delightsin reducing all plants to
From spicy grove,
that you are in love, after ail. Take my
Kiss of sunshine
wife, of the Township of Holland, Ot- operations of the bank, was totally
the same dead level of tidiness, is too
suit.
word for it. old chap, there’s nothing
From
above:
tawa Couuty, Michigan, to Jan H. destroyed by dynamite.The sound of
apt to commit sad havoc among the
Velvet turf
like it in all the world.”
Boone, of the VillaRe of Zeeland, Ot- the explosion could be heard for miles.
clematises.Flowering alone on the
Beneath his feet,
“Easy, boy, easy," said Walcot, with a
tawa County, MichiRan, on the 1st day Windows in residencesfor blocks
wood of last season, as many of them
All about
«f October,A. D. 1900, which said around were shattered, and some of
quiet smile that may have concealed
A
fragrance
sweet.
do, the careless pruner is apt to demortRBRe is recorded in the office of the
some embarrassment."I haven t conthe business houses suffered. The Mcstroy all hope of flowers by cutting off
This Is what the farmer knows:
register of deeds of Ottawa County on
AIL ON BCAFiD AHE
fessed to any love affair yet. And as
Coy
family
was
not
at
home
at
the
most of the young growth yearly, and
Nature in her sweetest guise
the 4th day of October, 1900, in liber
for confidences, remember that you told
Beauty of the earth and skies.
this is the common though unsuspect63 of mortgages on page 399, which time, and it is believed that none of
me nothing of yours until you were
lorrlfln Gale 1‘oumla SchoonerIn Piece*
Honest
toil and calm repose.
them
is
in
the
city.
said mortgage contains a power of sale
ed cause of failure to bloom among
Secrets knows he
actually engaged. Even good frlencs
on Chatham Har-Two Hodtcs
authorizing the foreclosurethereof on
Wreck of the Home Complete.
many of Diese plants. Clematis monOf the soil;
Washed Ashore.
like you and me don’t talk over such
defaultof the p 'y me tit thereof ;
Thomas McCoy has been in Latana is one of these; its shoots, thereKnows the sweets
affairs. However, I may have-; hope
And whereas, there is now due and fayette for several days, but reports
That come of toll;
fore, which are so rapidly produced
unpaid on said mortgage the sum of
Knows the nod
to have— some good news to tell you
Chatham, Mass., Oct. 15.— A small during the summer, should not be deare current that he is now visiting in
Of rip'ning grain;
five hundred and eighty one and sixsoon."
Chicago
with
his
daughter.
Mrs.
Mcstroyed
with
the
knife,
but
only
thinKnows
the
harvest
part of the forward section of the hull
ty-one one-hundredths 8581.61) dol"How soon?"
And its gain.
Coy is thought to he in Lafayette. Tbe and a slanting foremast stood as mute ned out where necessary,training
,
—Arthur
J. Burdick, in Orange Judd
"Who can
^
wreck
of
the
home
is
complete.
The
And whereas, no suit or action at law
reminders of Die ocean tragedy enact- them as they grow to cover any part
' *
"Have you proposed to her?” ^
or in equity has been commenced to walls were blown outward,precipitatof the wall or arbor which needs them.
ed here when the three-masted schoon"No, but I intend to do so.”
collect said’ indebtedness or any part ing the roof into the basement FragThe plant is very hardy and not at all
er Wentworth, of Moncton, N. B.,
"Good boy! Go in and win. If you
thereof^
ments of the residence and pieces of
particular as to aspect or soil; but, like
Therefore notice is hereby given that
struck on Chlitliam liar during n ragwant
a certificate of good character,
furniture were found hundreds of feet
all the clematises,it needs plenty of
by virtue of said power of sale in said
call on me. I am always ready to tell a
away.
The
loss cannot be correctly ing northerly gale and all on board
mortgage contained, and in pursuance
lie in the sacred cause of friendship.”
perished in Die terrificsens. With the
of the statute in such case made and estimated, but Die residence alone is
By
And Jimmie’s infectiouslaugh took all
exception
of
the
loss
of
the
steamer
known
to
have
coat
more
than
$25,provided, said mortgage will be foreBEVERLY SMITH
sting hway from the remark.
closed by sale of the mortgaged 000. It was elaborately furnished. Portland in November, 1808, the wreck
Once more fell a period of silence, and
premises therein described, at public
of
the
Wentworth
is
the
worst
disaster
No Kflorl to Enforce the Law.
auction to the highest bidder,on MonJimmie
broke it with:
Immediatelyafter the explosiona that has occurred on Die Cape Cod
p 1LENCE was— to quote Irom Jimday, the 28th day Of November, at
"Did you ever notice the color of her
coast
during
the
last
decade.
mie Spencer— Henry Walcot’s ‘‘long
crowd gathered about Die ruins, but no
three o’clock in the afternoon,at the
eyes, Henry?"
Of the twelve persons who were on
north front door of the Ottawa County effort was made to capture the guilty
‘Yes,” answered Henry, with an air
board
the
stranded
vessel
not
one
There was a great bond of friendship
Court House in the City of Grand persons. It is believed there were
of amusement. "They are blue, aren't
reached
Die
shore
alive,
although
two
throe
or
four
of
Die
dynamiters,
as
it
between
the
two;
perhaps
they
followed
Haven, that being the place of holding
the Circuit Court of said Count}’, to is reported licit several men were seen Inxlies wore rescued from the surf in
in this the law that opposites attract they?"
"No, indeed," said Jimmie, somewhat
satisfy the amount due on said about the premises just before the ex- the morning, one of them that of a
each other. For Jimmie Spencer was
indignantly. "They are a wonderful
mortgage, together with an attorney plosion. The McCoy bank failed last woman, believed to be the wife of the
the reverse of Henry Walcot in almost
deep gray; almost black.”
fee of twenty-five dollars($25 00) pn- April and Die liabilitiesgreatly ex- captain. With her three children she
every particular. Where Henry was
vided for in said mortgage, and the ceeded the assets. Many families lost was accompanying her husband on a
"Is that so?" was the somewhat intall and dark, Jimmie was rather the
costs of foreclosure and sale.
different reply. "Then she has the same
CLEMATIS JAGKUANNI.
heavily, as the bank was one of the trip from Hillsboro,X. B., to Newark,
medium height, and so inclined to
Said mortgaged premises to be sold
color of eyes as her cousin. I knowThat
rich food and cannot be expected to pro rotundity of figure that his face, beamat said foreclosure sale are situated in best known and oldest established in X. J.
she has wonderful deep gray eyes—
Little
could
lie
done
in
an
effort
to
duce its luxuriant growth in abun- ing always with good humor, inevitabb
the Township of Holland, Ottawa this part of the state.
aid the crew of the disabled craft, as dance unless well. fed. It climbs best suggested to an observer the qualifying wonderfuleyes." This last was very
County, Michigan, and are described in
McCoy* I'mlcr Indictment.
r
said mortgage
All that cei- Thomas J. McCoy is at present un- Die Cape Cod life-savers from two stn- when allowed its own way on wire adjective"chubby.”
"N6t at all, stupid,” said Jimmie,
tainpiece or parcel of land described
.tions were unable to launch their surf netting stretched a few inches from
der $20,000 bond on charges of em"Why do I like Henry so well?” said vexed at so much stupidity."Her cousas follows: The north half of the
bezzlement The grand jury returned boats in the tremendousseas. A shot- the wall, clinging to this by means
Jimmie one day in reply to a question.
northeastquarter of tbe southeast
in’s eyes are blue. I’ll be blessed if you
twenty-two indictments against him line was fired to the schooner, which the footstalks of its young leaves,
"Becausehe is such a jolly fellow and
quarter of section sixteen (16) in townlay not much more than 300 yards quickly covers a large space, which
ever observe anything."
individually,
and
two
joinDy
with
his
knows how to keep his mouth shutship five (5) north of range fifteen (15)
from
shore. There was one answering will during Die following spring lie
Jimmie himself was not observing
west, containing twenty acres of land father and two Jointly with Walter M.
Say, do you know,” growing suddenly
pull and the life-saversthought that
White, assistantcashier. RecenOy Die
mass of wreaths, such ns those hero enthusiastic,"Henry can speak Eng- anything, but was sitting with his gaze
be the same more or less.
Dated September 1, 1904.
McCoys appeared in court and peti- they heard a voice above the roar of illustrated, tilling the air with delicate lish, German and Spanish,but, by Jove! fixed on the hearth of the flames and his
the surf, crying "All right,” but be- fragrance.
mind lost In a happy reverie. He did
JAN H. BOONE,
tioned for a change of venue, which
he knows how to keep quiet in about
Sept 2- 13
Mortgagee. was granted and their cases were sent yond this there was no sign of life on
Nest to tills species iu floriferous ef- 14 other languages, not counting dia- not see his companion look up with a
GEKRIT W. KOOYERS.
to three adjoining counDes. The in- board the craft.
fect are the lovely Jackmanni clemalects and slang.”
Attorney for Mortgagee.
dictments againstWhite were quashed.
tises in rich deep purple or white, with
‘Why do I like Jimmie?” said Henry,
Business address: Holland, Mich.
blossoms about three inches across, musingly. "Because he is a jolly good
125
blooming in August, when their royal
fellow and knows how to talk, I supSTATE OF MICHIGAN.
purple blossomsare often to be seen
pose.”
Tbe Probate Court for tbe county of
decking the veranda or the house In
8
National Prison Congresa Consider*
So they sot now in front of a t^heerful
Ottawa.
profusion. -Tbe white variety is less
fire In Walcot’s room, smoking and talkPapers by Bishop Fallows and
At a session of said court, held at tbe Leap from a Greater New York Bridge
common, but equally beautiful. Both
ing. Jimmie was chatting away as
probate office in tbe city of Grand Haby: Paul Godard, a DiaProf. Henderson.
should be grown together if possible,
ven, in said county, on the 17th day of
usual, but there was something a bit
'V
mond Expert.
for they each enhance the beauty of
September,A. D. 1M4.
distraught in his manner, which did not
Quincy, 111., Oct. 18.— The suppres- the other.
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby,
New York, Oct 38. — Despondent be- sion of crime and the detection of of- Clematis paniculate, the Japanese escape the keen eye of his friend. By
judge of probate.
and by, even Jimmie’s fund of small
cause
lie -bad failed to made a* success fenders by their thumb marks were
virgin’s bower, is one of the choicest
In the matter of the estate of Gerrit
talk seemed exhausted, and each sat
Jan Giebelink,deceased. Gerrit W. of bis business since coming to Diis Die main topics that claimed the at- of climbers. The plant is of strong,
smoking and musing.
Kooyers having filed in said court his countiy a few months ago, Haul
tention of Die national prison congress. rapid growth, with small, dense, cheerIt was Henry who broke the silence.
final administratioo account, and his Godard, a French expert In precious
ful green foliage, giving It a grace and
Twenty-five states are represented.
"Sit up, Jimmie, and talk out like a
petition praying for the allowaoce
stones, jumped from one of the apBishop Fallows of Chicago made an elegance possessed by no other hardy man," said he, with a laugh. "You know
thereof and for the assignmentand dispronebes of the new WilliamsLurg
climber. The flowers appear In the
tributionof the residue of said estate,
you never tramped all the way up here
address on "Crime and the Public
and for a determination of the state in- bridge and was dashed to destUi on School,” and Professor Henderson of greatest profusion during August and in the snow and then climbed three
the stsne pavement, 125 feet becontinue until late in the fall, are of
heritance tax,
flights of stairs just to have a chat. Out
Chicago university made a report of
a white color and most deliciouslyfraIt is ordered, that the 17th day of low.
with it, man! What have you got on
the results of efforts for prevention of
October, A. D. 1904, si lOo’c ock in the
The proprietorof Die boarding bouse
grant
your mind?”
forenoon, at said probate office,oe and where Godard had lived said Godard crime.
J. Kenneth Perrierof Scotland Yard,
Jimmie looked up queerly, and, catchIs hereby appointed for examining and came of a well-known French family
Pruning Hie Keiffer.
Eng., read a paper on the "Detection
ing the friendly gleam in the other’s
allowing said account and hearing said
Dr.
Ward:
“The
way
I
have
done
with
and had once been an oflicer in the
petition;
of Criminals by Finger Marks." He
my Keiffors,I take about one-half of eye, he laughed himself and replied:
French army. He was about 50 years
It is further ordered, that public nosubmittedphotographs of criminals tillsyear’s growth out so as to keep the
"No dodging you, you sly dog! I betice thereof be given hy puoiicationof old.
and explainedthe usefulness of the trees down. The natural tendency is lieve you are a mind reader, anyhow.”
a copy of this order for three successive
new methods of detection.
"PerhapsI do a bit in that line now
BISHOPS ACT OH DIVORCE
to spread and grow long branches, and
weeks previous to said day of hearing,
J. H. Woiler, warden of the Minand then,” answered Henry, with an
by such trimming it is easy enough to
in the Ottawa County Times, a newsHE DID NOT SEE THE LOOK OF TERpaper printed and circulated in said AmendBAnt-of tlio Canon <mi Marriage nesota prison at Stillwater,spoke of keep them down and also to keep them assumptionof great mystery, "and to
ROR IN HIS COMPANION'SEYES.
"The
Rights
and
Duties
the
Deputy
prove
it to you, I will tell you that you
county.
Adopted in Llie L'pWcnpaJGenclose to the ground.”
EDWARD P. KHiBY,
Warden.”
eral Conventloa.
Charles Black: "My practice always came up here for no other purpose than quick terror in his eyes and a face drawn
Judge <of Probate.
President Frederick Wines an- has been with the Keiffer pear to keep to tell me that you have gone and got with emotion. Nor did he hear a quesBoston, Oct 18.
The house of
A true copy.
nounced the committee on organiza- It well pruned back and to not leave yourselfengaged.”
tion addressed to him. Indeed, WalFANNY DICKINSON,
bishops, one of. the legislative bodice
"Now, how in thunder did you know
tion. It Is headed by It. W. MeProbate Clerk.
of the Episcopal general convention, Claughry,formerly warden of tbe over a foot or fifteeninches on the that?” asked Jimmie, sitting up in as- cot’s voice was very thick, and he hardnew growths and then thoroughly thin
ly knew himselfwhether he bad spoken
has adopted an amendment to the can- Joliet prison, now warden at Leaventonishment.
it out Keeping that practiceup for the
the question aloud or merely in his
;STATE OF MICHIGAN—The Probate on on marriage and divorce forbidding worth, Kan.
“You look guilty,”answered Henry, anguish voiced it to himself.
flrstjgix or seven years, I get a close,
Court for the County of Kent.
the remarriage of any divorced person.
compact tree. The last few years I with one of his peculiar, almost Inaud"Then you are engaged to Kate PresIn the matter of the estate of
CLAKA ROOKS (alias KLAARTJE The amendment was substantiallythe
changed my tactics a little. I And that ible chuckles.
ton?" he finally,managed to say, loud
same
a*
that
which
was
rejected
by
"But I never told you that I was even
BOOKS.)
if you get your tree too dense the trouenough to make his companionhear.
.Notice is herveby given that, by virtue tbe house of dcpuDee on Friday last
ble la a good deal more with tbe rusts paying attention to the girl whom I am
"Certainly,” said Jimmie, in astonof an order of said court, mode on the
A conference of committees repreou the pear, and so for tliat reason to have the honor of marrying,” de- ishment. "Whom did you think I was
19lh day of September,A. D. 1904, I
senDng the bishops and Die deputies Daughter flora to the Infanta Marla
shall sell, at public auction, on the
you must have an open bead, but you clared Jimmie, protestingly.“You engaged to— certainly not to Annie
de La* Mercedes and Mother
17th day of November, \ D. 3904, at 9 will lie held to consider the disagreemust keep tbe trees down or they will could not have had any idea of it.”
Preston?*
o'clock in the forenoon at the house ment but leading clergymendo not anPasses Away.
"Now, Jimmie, my boy, do give me
grow way up with long arms and
"I didn’t know," said Walcot, weakly.
on the premises, as described below: ticipatethat tiie deputies will recede
break down with the weight of the credit for using my powers of observaAn undivided half interest Jn that
"So your mind reading wasn’t so
from
their
vote
of
last
week.
certain piece or parcel of land aituated
Madrid, Oet 18,—The Infanta Maria fruit I prune my trees until they get tion occasionally ,” protested Henry.
good, after all!" exclaimed Jimmie, In
in the township of Zeeland, Countv of
"So!” said Jimmie, "then maybe you
do
Las Mercedes, princess of the six or seven years old before I let them
Major
Carrington
Arrested.
triumph. "Well, I must be going— so
Ottawa, State of Michigan, and deacribed as follow*, to-wlt: Begin- Manila, Oct 17.— Tbe prosecuting at- Asturias, sister of King Alfonso and Lear any fruit, and then I have a tree have used them far enough to tell me long!"
ning one hundred and fifty rod* (150) torney has filed briefs in five cases wife of Prince Charles of Boubon, that I* large enough and strong enough the name of the girl.”
And he was gone.
east of the northwest corner of sec"I undoubtedlycan,” averred Henry,
to bear a full crop of fruit.”
For a long time Walcot sat before the
tion thirty-four (34). In township No. against Major Carrington,charging gave birth to a daughter and soon
solemnly. "Stunted as my powers of fire, though his $igar went out unnoticed
five (5), north of range fourteen (14) him with falsification of vouchersof died.
observation may be, they have been
Bulb
Plantlna.
west, running thence east thirteen (13) tbe civil government to the amount of
The princess of tbe Austurrlas was
and was not relit.
rods thence south eighteen (18) rods,
Bulba should be planted In open sufficiently powerful to enable me to
$1,500. Major Carrington has been queen of Spain till the birth of her
Then he slowly walked to his deek
thence east twenty (20) rods, thence
declare that the young lady in question
brother, the present king. She was ground during October and November,
and took out a letter, addressed in his
north eighteen (18) reds, thence east arrested.
twenty-two(22) rods, thence south one
born in 1880 and was married in Feb- and on the approach of severe frost is none other than Miss Preston,"
own firm handwriting.Opening it, he
Will Open Subway at Midnight.
hundred and forty-fire (145) rods,
the bed should be covered over to the
This presciencewas too much for JimNew York, Oct 38. -In order to ruary. 1901, to Prince Charles of Bour- depth of two or three Indies with mie, who simply stared open-mouthed stood In front of the fire and read It
thence west fifty-five (55) rods, thence
through twice. It was a proposal of
north one hundred and forjy-five(145) avert a repetitionof the fatal panic born in November, 1001, and Fernedo
coarse manure, leaves or litter,which at his chuckling tormentor.
rods, to the point of beginning, except- which attended the opening of the l>orn In November, 1801. and Fernedo
marriage, simple, straightforward and
“That’s the worst of you close-mouth- winning in its declarationof great love.
ing the right of way of two rods wide
Marla Alfonso, born in February, must be carefully removed on the apBrooklyn
bridge,
it
has
been
arranged
along the west side belonging to I^improach of mild weather in the spring, ed people,” said he, presently,with an
The letter fluttered first to the fire
to open the rapid transit subway at 1903.
bert Brower, his heirs and assigns.
to avoid ruining the spikes as they air of deep disgust. "You sit around
Dated this 20th day of September, midnightOct 27, instead of beginning
and the envelope followed it, Walcot
King George of Saxony Dead.
push up. In planting, the tops of the and don’t say a word, and all the while
A. D. 1904.
Dresden. Saxony, Oct. 17.— King bulbs should lx? placed from one and you are keeping close tab on everything standing quietly to watch them burn.
GEKRIT J. ROOKS, Administrator, its operation at a busier hour of the
George of Saxony is dead here after a a half to four inches beneath the sur- and everybody. Then when a fellow One might have read the address on the
19 Monroe street. Grand Rapids, Mich. day.
envelope, even after it was caught by
Sentember 30,
7w
reign of scarcely two years, having face, according to the size of the bulb
NotionalPrison CougreM.
comes around to tell you a piece of im- the flames, and that address was:
succeeded
his brother King Albert, —l c„ hyacinths may be planted four
Quincy, HI., Oct. 18.— Nearly every
portant news you take the wind all out
"Miss Kate Preston.”— San Francisco
STATE OF MICHIGAN— County of Otta- state in the Union Is represented in who died in June, 1902. During the inches and tulips three inches deep, of his sails with your air of world-wide
wa. hs— Probate Court for said County.
Call.
day
a decree was issued by the king while one and a half to two inches
knowledge and consciousnessof his
Notice is hereby given, that I intend, the National Prison Congress, now in
on the 12th day of Decembernext, at ten session here. Japan, England and appointing his son. Frederick, his rep- deep Is enough for crocuses and snow- most intimate thoughts. I must say
o'clock in the forenoon, to make appliLegal Advice.
resentative to discharge ail affairsof
drops.
that I think you might have pretended
cation to said Probate Court for an order Canada have also sent representatives.
"Suppose," said the man who wai
changing my name from Axel Johanson to The representationis reported by mem- state durng his illness.
ignorance. Now, 111 Just keep quiet
Axel Hoffman accordingto the provisions
looking for free Information,"I should
PlMHs F©/ th« Window.
Twenty-One Horses Cremated.
about the matter.” And Jimmie resoof the statute in such case made and bers to be the largest in years.
Petunias and other border plants lutely shut hit mouth and turned again fall through a defective sidewalkand
provided.
Chicago,Oct 18.— Twenty-one horses
Judge Henry M. Shepard Dead.
Dated. September 29. 1904.
sprain my ankle, what would you adshould be dug up and potted Just beChicago, Oct. 18.— Henry Martyn were burned to death In a fire which fore frosts for the winter window to his cigar.
vise me. to do?"
destroyed the bams of Charles Prieve,
"Now, Jimmie," said Walcot, with
Shepard, Judge In Cook county appel"Well," replied the lawyer, "I’d adLOTS FOR SALE.
garden.
Keep
them
coo!
and
shaded
Thirty-first and Wallace streets, early
dignity, "don’t be any more of a chump
Two lot* on Pin* street and one on late court, is dead at his residence, In the morning. The onnse of the fire for about two weeks; then ent down than usual. You know you are so full vise you to come to me and plank down
West Seventeenthstreet for sale at Belmont avenue and Sheridan road, Is unknown. The loss is estimated at the tops, and they will soon send up a of the subject that you have just got to $10 as a retainer— then ask me that
reasonable price* and on easy terms- after an illness of more than *U
question.’’— Cincinnati Enquirer.
new and thrifty growth.
more than $12,000.
talk. 8o fire away.”
months. He was 05 years old.
Enquire at this offle*.
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then an equal amount
ft 1* i*sued to the men who ha1
ied out
,000 of
the scheme. Thus
READ THE AD.
The Hurra That It Dutt—Hvw Great actual property and
'of stock
*
and bonds are put on th*
* ;et and
Fortune* are Quickly Madu.
unloaded upon innocent
chasers,
Or Page 5.
and the schemers have cleaned up
_ $10,*
Vote for Ferris and Primary BJorm (00,000 for themselves by Um deration.
ttttmtt* 1 1 tt 1 1 1
h
The operation is repeats Ot «{her citand Slop the- Evil.
ies and thus great fortunes are rolled
In thi* age of money getting, when up in a few year*. Frank; C, Andrews
When you come to town buy lome every avenue to wealth i» thoroughly was one of these prpmotsnk .anl had
extra strong canvass gloves with leath exploited, It 1* not •urprlsing that it not been for his propensifjr to gamer tips, 10 cents; or some steel stove sharp minds turn to the machineryof ble in stocks he would hays been today
pipes at 10 cents at the 5 and 10 Cent government as a means for making one of Detroit’srich meh. But easy
Store, 47 East Eighth street, Holland. rapid fortunes. There are many ways come, easy go.
• • •
Double mittens, 10 cents. The best of In which politicalpower may be turned
Our hypothetical railway now has
into hard cash.
ell 10 cent candies Try a pound.
One of these Is by procuring from $20 000,000 to pay interestor dividends
congress or a state legislature or a mu- upon, and to earn sufficientrevenue
nicipal common council the power to for the purpose it is forced Co charge
levy taxes upon one’s neighbors. It is excessive rates of fare. Where with
honest and capable management a fare
often done.
This was the basis of Andrew Car of two cents might pay all expenses
The Hope college students have or- ncgle’s mammoth fortune. In 1888 Mr. and interest on the cost of the plant, as
Carnegie was recognized as the best in Glasgow and in various other foreign
ganized a Ferris club.
friend the Republican party had. His cities, five cents has to be fcharged, as
McKinley, last Saturday, reduced the contributions were heavy and spon- in Detroit.
record of the Holland track to 2:1214. taneous. He was requitedby the
The city grants the franchise for
A new hotel will be built at Jenlson Fifty-first congress with all the tana nothing, and then the citlaens are
Park next season at a cost of $10,000.
legislation he desired. By this legisla- taxed to pay dividends upon it at a
in doubi
John B. Steketee has accepted the tion the profits of steel manufacturehigh valuation. A few men make their
princlpalshlpof a school in South Da- were Increased50 per cent. For a long $10,000,000and the whole cormnui. ty is
time the tariff on foreign steel was taxed for it.
kota.
per ton and our American manuFranchises would be lees frequently
Wm. Westhoek has bougrfit a house $7.84
facturerswere thus enabled to add that granted If it were not for the corruptand two lots on 24th street of BenJ. amount
to what they would otherwise ing use of money in politics.The whoiWanrooy.
charge were there free competition. brood of franchise seekers an a conForty new voters were turned out And yet steel is made In this country tinual corrupting^nfluencs.
Those who have purchased Richardson’s Superlative Carpets during the .past
here with their second papers a few as cheaply as it is made abroad. In
days ago.
It must never be lost sight of that a
1897 congress reduced the tariff to $6.i«
thirty years are never in doubt as to what carpet to buy. Richardson’s Carpets
Henry Bosch has laid cement walks per ton. but even at this rate the prod- franchise is simply a privilegegranted
are among the best made in all grades as well as the lowest in price for such
for Q. T. Huizinga and James Price on uct of the Carnegie mills, if all sold in to tax the public for private benefit.
good grades.
sell Carpets from samples only, which has many advanthis
country,
placed
a
tax
on
the
railRiver street.
In nil these ways, and others, there
tages ior the customer. , Because carpets cau be sold at a closer margin of
If you are interestedin carpets you ways and other consumersof over $17,is an army of private interestslooking
should read Du Mez Bros, advertise- 000.000 per annum in excess of a fair to the rapid making of fortunes by
profit, because there is no shrinkage or loss of any kind, and only very little
price for the commodity. Thus for libment on page — .
eral party contributions In 1888 Mr. manipulatingthe machinery of govmoney
invested in the samples. Then, also, you have the choice from an imIf you want well built, well finished,
Carnegie was simply permitted indefin- ernment. How It may be checked is
mense assortment of patterns and grades of all prices. And, last but not
good style chairs see line shown by Van itely to levy a tax of $17,000,000a year the great problem before the American
people today. It must be checked, or
least, you pay only for what you actually need. Our Ingrains are cut from
Ark Furniture Co.
on the industriesof the country.
Then there is lumber. A tariff of $2 the whole system of popular governDr. Fisher of this city. Hensley of
four rolls, and Brussels, Velvets and Axminsters are cut from five rolls that
ment will prove a failure.
Zeeland, and Hensley of Salem, cap- per 1,000 feet is imposed, not so much
are
in match, and therefore we can furnish you that many breadths in each reAnd
this
is
what
the
movement
for
as » source of revenue to the governtured 21 squirrels last Saturday.
mc-nt as to enable lucky holders of pine direct nominations or primary elections
spective
grade without waste. That is why we save you from one to two
Gerrit A. Wanrooy. the mason, is
means. It is opposed by the trusts,
yards on each room, which otherwise goes to waste. Before you decide on
building n r^cond story to his hous-* lands to make vast fortunes. Two dol- by the railways, by all holding franlars per thousand is added to the price
at 126 East Fourteenth street.
your next carpet, step in and see our line.
also sew and lay carpets.
of all American produced lumber over chises to tax the people for their own
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Pluim celebrated what consumerswould have to pay if benefit, by the politicians who sell their
their golden wedding yesterday at their there were no interference for the services and by a class of Republican
home, 252 East *Fourt onth street.
Room size Rugs made to order from Carpet and Border to match, any size. Satisfaction
benefit of the great lumber barons; and newspapers which would sell their very
Rev. James F. 7 vomer spent the this is simply a tax on everyone who souls for the annual tax printing. Al;
Guaranteed. See our line of Rugs, Lace Curtains, Linoliums, Oilcloths and Mattings,
week out west in the interests of the uses it board or occupies a house, true citizens are earnestly for it.
seminary.
purely for the benefit of a favored
Dr. W. J. J. Bruinsma has removed class. It is simply a franchise to priWe think we can save you money on the above goods.
W. X. FERRIS WILL SPEAK AT
from Olive Center and has established vate intereststo tax the community. HOLLAND ON SATURDAY EVENIt
is
a
very
profitable
thing
and
not
an office here.
ING. OCTOBER 22.
AND
Financially the Allegan county fair difficultof accomplishment.
HEAR HIM ON PRIMARY REFORM.
All that is necessary is to secure the
was this year a success. All premcontrol of congress, and this is far
iums will be paid in full.
ELECTION NOTICE.
more easily done than would at first
The candy store owned by Mrs. Ada be supposed. It Is accomplishedby
31
Clerks’ Office,
Van Lnndegend, formerly owned by H. combinationbetween a number of in!>>
Holland, Mich., O^L 20, 1904.
Tindall, lias Veen bought by C. De- terests alike seeking special privileges. To the Electorsof the City of Holland:
Rosa. an Italian.
Thus the quinine people will control one You are hereby notified,, that th«:
With -1,100 students now registered, or more members’ votes, the Steel men general election will be held on the
Michigan university this year has the certain others, the lumber interests Tuesday succeeding the first Monday,
laregest attendance since it was their quota, and so on all along the (the eighth day) in November, A. D.
founded.
line— stigar, tobacco, pulp, coal, beef— 1904, in the several wards of said city,
Wha,t we say we do we do do.
Robert M. Moore died Friday last at every interest having men in the house at the places designated by the comhis home, East Sixteenth street, aged or senate whom they can depend on. mon council, as follows:
First Ward— Secohd story of Engim
72 years. He leaves three children. He By trading votes every particular interest gets what it desires.The quinine House No. 2, No. ICC E. Eighth .Street.
formerly resided at Saugatuck.
members vote for what the steel men Second Ward— No. 145 River Street.
Rev. William Stegeman of Perkins, F
want, arid the steel members for the Third Ward-No. 250 River Street.
D., has accepted a call to the Reformed
Fourth Ward-Seif building, No. 103
church at Sheldon, la. He is a grad- quinine tariff, and both join lianas to
give the lumber barons the right to tax West Tenth Street.
uate of Hope college.
consumers $2 on every 1,000 feci that Fifth Ward— Residence of John A.
W. N. FERRIS WILL SPEAK AT they use.
Kooyers.
• *
HOLLAND ON SATURDAY EVENYou are further notified that at said
ING, OCTOBER 22.
AND Our own Senator Burrows is well general election the following officers
to be the special champion of are to be elected, viz:
HEAR HIM ON PRIMARY REFORM. known
the high tariff on lumber. Mr. Bur- Governor, Lieutenant Governor, SecThere will be a meeting of th? North rows is also known to be a poor man, retary of State, State Treasurer. AudOttawa Teachers’ associationat Coop- while a campaign for the United States itor General^ Commissionero; the State
ersvilie on Nov. 5. Charles DeBoer is senate costs no little money. But it Land Office, Attorney General, Sup-rindown for a paper on “The Use of will occasion him no anxiety; the lum- tenuent of Public Instruction,Jiember
Breeders of
ber interestsof the country will take of the State Board of Education, •lustMaps."
care
of
his
election
expenses,
and
they
ice of the Supreme Court for.-ue term
Dr. O. H. Dubblnk, Dr. N. M. Steffens
The Well-KnownSpecialist
onding December thirty-first,Atfe- Jusand Dr. J. W. Beardslee took .part in can well afford to.
In
this
way,
by
expending
hundreds
tice of the Supreme Court for the term
the dedication services of the new
Dutch Reformed church at Graafschap of thousandsof dollars to secure the ending December thirty-first,19W, and
election of friendly congressmen and Justice of the Supreme Court for the
last night.
senators,millionsare reaped in return,
De Hope, the Hope college organ, will and this is one of the ways in which term ending December thirty-first,19U:
Renresentativein Congress for the
complete its 37th volume next week. great fortunes are rapidly made.
Fifth Congressional District, of which
Miss Jennie R. Kanters is the publisher Congress is full of representativescf
with Rev. Jas. F. Zwemer, Rev. P. De- private interests, and it comes about Ottawa county is a part; Fourteen
Electors of President and VioePresiPree and Prof. C. Doesburg as editorial
from money being so necessary a factor dent of the UnltediStates; Senator for
committee.
in politics. Particular Interests put up the Twenty-third Senatorial District
J. H. Der Herder, the meat dealer, the money for the candidate's cam- of this State, comprising the Counties
has bought the store of Mrs. J. Van- paign expenses and thus bind him with of Muskegon and Ottawa; RepresenDyke, occupied by Vissers & Dekker. a cord of personal obligation.
tative in the State Legislaturefor the
The lot he purchasedfrom the Roost It is to get rid of the necessity for First Representative District of Ottawa
at
estate. He expects to move into It using so much money in gaining nomi- County, comprisingthe Townships of
nations and elections that good citizens Grand Haven. Holland,Olive. Spring
next month.
the country over are now addressing Lake, and the Cities of Grand Haven
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Rooks of Linton. themselves, and It is this the primary and Holland: also the followingCounty
Manufacturers’ Agents of
North Dakota, returner home Friday election law is designed to cure.
Officers: One Judge of Probate; one
last after visiting relatives and friends
Sheriff: one Clerk; one Treasurer; one
at East Holland and this vicinity.Mr.
Another means of making money at Register of Deeds: one Prosecuting
Rooks was formerly sheriff of Camp- the expense of the people is practiced Attorney; two Circuit Court Commisbell county. South Dakota.
by great corporations la gaining con- sioners; two Coroners, and one SurIn the case of Reka Kuite against trol of the taxing power of the several veyor.
Cornelius Kuite, bill for divorce, Judge states by specious campaign contribu- You are also hereby notified that
and then getting their own as- there will be submitted to popular vote
Padgham ordered the defendant to pay tions,
sessementsplaced at greatly dispro- at said general “lection, as requiredv’
Information on Poultry and Poultry Houses
$25, attorney fee. together with $15 for
portionatevalues as compared with the act No. 32 of th* Public Acts of 1" "
additional expense® of witnesses, etc.,
and $3 per week during pendency of the assessments of private citizens. Thus the question of calling a convention fo1
Cheerfully Given. . . . Citz Phone No. 152
it Is no secret that the railways of the purpose of making a general re
cause.
Michigan put up tens of thousandsof vision of the Constitution.
Night OfficerDoornbos took in cus- dollars for campaign purposes, nor is
You are also hereby further notifl?'1
fjfr/
tody Monday evening Roy Thibout. a it any secret that the tax commission that there will be submitted to poprlv
17-year-old lad of Grand Rapids. He of the state is notoriously biased in vote at said general election, as require
He will be in Holland at
acted suspiciouslyat midnight and the their favor. Some of the members of by Joint Resolution No. 2 of MM. th"
officer took him in. He had a revolver, the commissionhave even taken sides question of the adoption of a propose !
Hotel Holland,
keys and a pair of pinchers with him. against the state, whose servants they amendment to Article Four of the ConHe will have an examination Tuesday are, in litigationpending to secure stitution of this State by repealing Secnext.
equal taxation.
tion Twenty-eight of said article,which
It appears that while the physical
W. N. FERRIS WILL SPEAK AT property of the railways of the state, section limits the time for the introduction of bills in each house of the
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week ago some of our citizens became which amount, of course,the taxpayers Sweaters for 39c. also a big lot of Kidney**,Bladder and Bowels scientifialarmed at the report that the electric of the state had to make up. Tims by Ladle’s and Childrens cotton and wool cally and successfully treated. Dr.
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Fennvllle Herald.-Mln*Jennie Piet- taxing the many for their own private Mis wife had such an unusual case of and Nervous Diseases of Men, Women
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ers. who has been teaching music at benefit.
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stomach and liver trouble, physicians and Children. No mntler what vour
WHO WISH TO
Tomahawk. Wisconsin, will sail on the
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and
next T uesday for Nagasaki, Japan. She great wealth at the expense of the purFLOUR AND FEED.
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correct
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of
your
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and
to teach in one of the Dutch Reformed or corrupt officials valuable franchises cured. Only 25c, at W. C. Walshb
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feel assured that the Dr. knows cor
mission schools there, where hei which can be turned into millions of Drug Store.
Flour.
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fancy patent, per barrel 6 no
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brother has been for several years.
dollars of profit. Promoters select a
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city to operate in. They project a sysble he will cure
Those unable to Special ItidticemetitHto Raisers Ground Feed I 3.’. per hundred 2600 pci ton
SUMMERLIN, THE OPTICIAN.
The camraign for local option in Ot- tem of street railways,or, as in Grand
Corn Me:*1, untHiUedJL'SjKjrhundred, 23 uo per
tawa county Will open next week. E. Rapids, a system of water works, and J. F. Sumerlin, opthalmlcoptician, call, write for symptom blank Corof Larger Clubs.
Corn Meal, nolted 3 49 per barrel
G. Saunderson, state superintendent of draw up for themselves a franchise in will be at Haim Bros.’ drug store, Oct. respondence strictly confidential.
20 per hundred22 O'l per tor
the anti-saloon league will manage the such shape that it cannot fail to be 21 and 22, Holland. I will make free Address—
FOUR MONTHS' TRIAL TRIP 60o Middlings,.!
Brun
110 per hundred, 20.'J »per ton
campaign and he will begin the work enormously profitable. Little appreciat- examinations and te«ts of the eyes
Linseed Meal 11.60 pcrtuiuiired.
Friday with a meeting in West Olive. ing the immense speculation which is
COPIES
J. F, SUMERLIN, Optician.
Hides,
OR. DONALD M'DONALD,
On Sunday. Oct. 30. an enthusiasticbehind
will be mulled free on request. It will pay anyIt, some really honest aldermen
The Specialist,
rally will be held in Holland and from
body inf crested In any way in country life to
f "”r“cb u“-r£2
are deluded into the support of the
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“ 1 green hide ...........................
that date there will be meetings every
send for them. Address the publishers:
measure. Others are susceptible to
A good "Advance ” threshing rig, size 248 and 250 East Fulton St.,
tiight until every voting precinctIn the
“
1 taiiow ................ ;; *.;;";;;;;;;;;;4j<5
money considerations.If there is any of thresher 32x48, with bagger and
& SON,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
•county has been visited.Mr. KaunderWool.
doubt about getting votes enough the
son wlil speak at all of the meetings promoters lay their plans long in ad- -wind stacker complete. Fifteen horse
Albany, N. T Unwashed ...........
and he will be fissisted by the clergy vance. Long before the caucuses, even, •niirnlc engine mounted on a high pressure boiler with all latest imprsve- W. N. FERRIS WILL SPEAK AT
of the county. At each of the meetings
they have candidates selected in every ments. Separator run one season and
persons will be appointed to go through
ward, men whose votes they can de- engine two seasons. Rig in first class HOLLAND ON SATURDAY EVENM H H f?fj
the neighborhoodsand solicit signa- pend on. By the liberal use "of money
There’s nothing like doing a thing
ING, OCTOBER 22.
AND
tures to the petitionfor presentation a common council can be packed with condition. For further information
thoroughly. Of all the Salves you ever
Y.
write B. J. Albers, Holland R. p. d., HEAR HIM ON PRIMARY REFORM.
to the supervisors os the law requires, ignoramuses or traitors.
heard of, Bucklen's Arnica Salve is the
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
No. 7, or telephone 72-4r, Zeeland.
before the question can be submitted
• • •
best. It sweeps away and cures Burns,
to the people to vote on in a thorough
Specialattentiongiven to collections.
FARM FOR SALE OR TRADE.
A franchise once secured, a road is
Sores, Bruises, Cuts, Bolls, Ulcers,
and systematic way and those In constructedand equipped.Perhaps the Diphtheria relieved In twenty min- I have a fine 80 acre farm, splendid
Offlce, Van der Veen Hlock.
Skin Eruptions and Piles. It’s only 25c,
charge are very hopeful of carrying whole may have cost $10,000,000. This utes. Almost miraculous. Dr. Thomas'
Cit. Phone 106, Cor. Hirer and 8th St.
fruit, which I will sell or trade for city
and guaranteed to give satisfactionby
the county.
is raised by the issue of bonds and EclectricOil. At any drug store.
property.Enquire at this office.
W. C. Walsh, Druggist
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